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Protein microarrays are highly flexible, ranging from large-scale proteome 
microarrays to smaller customizable microarrays, making the technology amenable for 
detection of a broad spectrum of biochemical properties of proteins. Functional protein 
microarrays have greatly contributed to advances in proteomics and are becoming an 
important platform for network reconstruction and posttranslational modification (PTM) 
substrate discovery. Currently, conjugation of Small Ubiquitin-related Modifier (SUMO) 
to many known substrates is sufficiently catalyzed by the E1 and E2 enzymes in vitro, 
however, emerging in vivo evidence suggests that E3 ligases may play an important role 
in numerous SUMO-dependent signaling pathways. While several studies have attempted 
to identify the full set of SUMO-modified proteins in the human proteome, a global 
approach examining the role of SUMO E3 ligases and their substrate specificity has not 
been reported. This thesis describes efforts to identify a comprehensive set of SUMO 
modified proteins, in order to illuminate the E3 ligase-substrate network, and identify the 
common and distinct substrates of several E3 ligases.  
To this end, we have developed a protein microarray-based approach to globally 
construct SUMOylation networks, utilizing the Human Proteome Microarray containing 
approximately 17,000 individually purified recombinant human proteins. In our study 
over 2,700 SUMO E3 substrates were identified. Many were unique SUMOyatlion 
targets for particular E3 ligases, suggesting E3 ligases play a large role in determining 
substrate selection in vitro. Gene ontology analysis recovered known biological functions 
for many E3 ligases and more importantly, revealed many novel functions that could 
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potentially link SUMOylation to signaling pathways involving protein kinases. Our 
studies in chapter 3 reveal enrichment of SUMOylation within the MAP kinase family. 
  Over 100 kinases were recovered as SUMO substrates in our assays which points 
to a global phenomenon of kinase regulation by SUMO modification. The studies 
presented in chapter 4 describe our efforts to validate and characterize SUMO 
modification of focal adhesion, tyrosine kinase, Pyk2. Here, we demonstrate that 
SUMOylation of Pyk2 is a novel PTM that serves to amplify intrinsic kinase activity by 
enhancing autophosphorylation. Further biochemical studies reveal SUMOylation of 
Pyk2 enhances its association with putative binding protein Src kinase, promotes 
phosphorylation of downstream focal adhesion protein paxillin, and mediates ERK 
activation. These findings led us to examine the role of SUMOylation of Pyk2 in cell 
migration. Our results suggest SUMOylation of Pyk2 amplifies its promigratory function 
in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. These studies have revealed a novel mechanism for 
Pyk2 activation, regulated by crosstalk between phosphorylation and SUMOylation. 
Collectively, we have illuminated the connections between SUMOylated kinases along a 
particular signaling axis, promoting enzyme activity, protein interactions, and activation 
of numerous nodes in a pathway. We believe that the work presented in this thesis will 
have a profound impact on the studies of SUMOylation and its crosstalk with other PTMs 
in a broad range of biological processes. 
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Thesis Reader: 
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A major focus of systems biology is to characterize interactions between cellular 
components, in order to develop an accurate picture of the intricate networks within 
biological systems.  Over the past decade, protein microarrays have greatly contributed to 
advances in proteomics and are becoming an important platform for systems biology. 
Protein microarrays are highly flexible, ranging from large-scale proteome microarrays to 
smaller customizable microarrays, making the technology amenable for detection of a 
broad spectrum of biochemical properties of proteins. In this chapter, we will focus on 
the numerous studies that have utilized protein microarrays to reconstruct biological 
networks including posttranslational protein modifications (PTMs), lectin-glycan 
recognition, pathogen-host interactions and hierarchical signaling cascades. The diversity 
in applications allows for integration of interaction data from numerous molecular classes 
and cellular states, providing insight into the structure of complex biological systems. We 
will also discuss emerging applications and future directions of protein microarray 












Since the completion of major whole genome sequencing efforts, the scientific 
community has been faced with the challenge of identifying and characterizing the 
expressed gene products of given organisms [1]. The post-genomics era gave birth to the 
field of proteomics that aimed to systematically chart the biochemical properties and 
functions of all expressed proteins [2]. With a global view in mind, we now strive to 
integrate complex “omics”-data from all molecular ranks. The scope of proteomics is not 
limited to identifying protein-protein interactions, but also includes identification of 
protein posttranslational modifications (PTMs) and of interactions with DNA and RNA 
sequences, lipids and glycans. Weaving these layers together will allow us to construct 
the carefully tuned network that exists within live cells. Improvements in high throughput 
proteomic technologies coupled with advances in genomics and bioinformatics have laid 
a framework to enable this level of research.  
      Two of the most powerful platforms for proteomic studies are mass spectrometry and 
protein microarray technologies. Although mass spectrometry is well suited for high 
throughput protein identification, quantification and PTM site mapping [3], it still has its 
disadvantages such as bias against low abundance proteins and modifications, as well as 
undersampling of complex proteomes [4]. On the contrary, the protein microarray 
platform avoids these limitations and is particularly suited for unbiased global profiling 
[5].  
      A protein microarray, also termed a protein chip, is created by immobilization of 
thousands of different proteins (e.g., antigens, antibodies, enzymes and substrates, etc.) in 
discrete spatial locations at high density on a solid surface [6]. Depending on their 
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applications, protein microarrays can be categorized into two varieties: analytical and 
functional protein microarrays. Analytical protein microarrays are usually composed of 
well-characterized biomolecules with specific binding activities, such as antibodies, to 
analyze the components of complex biological samples (e.g., serum and cell lysates) or to 
determine whether a sample contains a specific protein of interest [7]. They have been 
used for protein activity profiling, biomarker identification, cell surface 
marker/glycosylation profiling, clinical diagnosis and environmental/food safety analysis 
[8-10]. Alternatively, functional protein microarrays are constructed by printing a large 
number of individually purified proteins and are mainly used to comprehensively query 
biochemical properties and activities of those immobilized proteins. In principle, it is 
feasible to print arrays composed of virtually all annotated proteins of a given organism, 
effectively comprising a whole-proteome microarray [11].  
In 2001 the Snyder group reported the fabrication of the first proteome microarray in the 
budding yeast, representing a major advance for the field [12]. In order to construct this 
array, approximately 5,800 full-length yeast ORFs were individually expressed in yeast 
and their protein products purified as N-terminal GST-fusion proteins. Each purified 
protein was then robotically spotted on a single glass slide in duplicate at high-density to 
form the first “proteome” microarray, covering more than 75% of the yeast proteome. 
High throughput protein production: 
To overcome these hurdles, the Snyder group created a high-throughput protein 
purification protocol in the budding yeast [13]. Using a homologous recombination-based 
strategy, more than 5800 full-length yeast open reading frames (ORFs) were cloned into a 
yeast expression vector that, upon galactose induction, produces glutathione-S-transferase 
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(GST)-tagged N-terminal fusion proteins. The purification protocol took advantage of 
both a 96-well format and immobilized affinity chromatography. This strategy allowed 
parallel purification of unprecedented numbers of proteins—up to 1152 per day. The 
success of this approach is built upon several unique aspects: First, it utilizes a eukaryotic 
expression system that both generates high levels of recombinant proteins and tends to 
produce a high fraction of soluble proteins. Compared with bacterial expression systems, 
in which a large fraction of recombinant proteins end up in inclusion bodies, this is a 
huge advantage when a large number of eukaryotic proteins are being generated. Second, 
the expression of recombinant proteins is only induced over about two total cell cycles, 
which greatly reduces toxicity and cell death. Third, a foreign eukaryotic protein purified 
from yeast is more likely to be active because post-translational modifications (PTMs) 
necessary for function are more likely to occur correctly than in either bacteria or a cell-
free system. Fourth, the use of an N-terminal GST tag helps protein fold correctly and 
therefore, improve its stability and solubility. Other commonly used tags include the so-
called tandem affinity purification (TAP-tag) and 6xHis, to name a few.  
More recently, proteome microarrays have been fabricated from the proteomes of viruses, 
bacteria, plants, and humans. Functional protein microarrays have been successfully 
applied to identify protein–protein, protein–lipid, protein–antibody, protein–small 
molecule, protein–DNA, protein–RNA, protein-lectin, and lectin–cell interactions [8, 9, 
12, 14-18], and to identify substrates or enzymes for phosphorylation, ubiquitylation, 
acetylation, and nitrosylation, as well as to profile immune response [11, 19-23]. There 
are a myriad of inventive applications for protein microarrays that have resulted in 
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significant findings that contribute to understanding the complex interactomes within 






Table 1.  Applications of protein microarrays in diverse biological network construction 
Assay type  Array content Type of probe Application                   Ref  
     
 Network construction    
Protein-DNA interaction 4191 human proteins DNA motif Protein-DNA interaction network      [16] 
Kinase assay 2158 Arabidopsis proteins Protein kinase Signaling network                                                     [23]
Ubiquitylation assay Yeast proteome Ubiquitylation enzymes  PTM network [20] 
 ~9000 human proteins              
Human Protoarray, Invitrogen 
Concentrated cell extract PTM network [19] 
Acetylation assay Yeast proteome Acetyltransferase PTM network [21] 
     
 Pathogen-host interactions   
Viral kinase assay 4191 human proteins Conserved viral kinases Viral PTM target network [31] 
Protein-protein interaction 60 EBV viral proteins   Human protein Protein-protein interaction network [13] 
 4191 human proteins Viral protein Protein-protein interaction network [44] 
Protein-RNA interaction Yeast proteome BMV SLD RNA loop Protein-RNA interaction network [17] 
     
 Biomarker identification    
Antigen-antibody interaction 5011 human proteins AIH patient sera Biomarker identification [47] 
 82 corona virus proteins SARS patient sera Antibody profiling [48] 
 E. coli K12 proteome IBD patient sera Biomarker identification [8] 
Lectin-glycan interaction Yeast proteome Lectins Protein glycosylation profiling [53] 




1.1. Network construction 
A solid understanding of the molecular mechanisms of biological functions requires 
systematic profiling of dynamic interactions between biomolecules. Processes such as 
transcriptional regulation, viral infection, numerous PTMs and protein-protein 
interactions account for a small fraction of the potential molecular interactions within a 
cell but highlight how fundamental these networks are for essential functions. High 
throughput technologies strive to provide an unbiased platform for charting these 
relationships at the proteome and genome scale. In this section we will review several 
studies that demonstrate the utility of protein microarrays in reconstructing interaction 
networks.  
 
MAP kinase substrate phosphorylation network  
The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling cascade involves a hierarchy of 
kinases that activate one another through consecutive phosphorylation events in response 
to extracellular or intracellular signals [24]. Standard methods have only been able to 
establish a few combinatorial connections from upstream MKK-activating kinases 
(MKKKs) to downstream MPK-activating kinases (MKKs), MAPKs and their 
cytoplasmic and nuclear substrates [25, 26]. Constructing this complicated interconnected 
network necessitates a systematic unbiased high-throughput approach to avoid 
confounding issues of redundancy and functional pleiotropy [24]. Akin to the protein 
microarray based kinase assays developed by Ptacek et al. [19], Popescu et al. employed 
high-density protein microarrays to identify novel MPK substrates. The authors first 
determined which Arabidopsis thaliana MKKs preferentially activate 10 different MPKs 
in vivo and used the activated MPKs to probe Arabidopsis protein microarrays containing 
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2158 unique proteins to reveal their phosphorylation substrates [24]. The initial screen 
identified 570 nonredundant MPK phosphorylation substrates with an average of 128 
targets per activated MPK. With this data the authors were able to reconstruct a complex 
signaling cascade involving nine MKKs, 10 MPKs and 570 substrates [24]. Moreover, 
the resulting nodes and edges highlighted the specificity conserved within these 
interactions: 290 (51%) of MPK phosphorylation targets were hit by only one MPK and 
only 94 (16%) were phosphorylated by two or more MPKs [24].  Gene ontology (GO) 
analysis of effector substrates showed enrichment in TFs involved in the regulation of 
development, defense and stress responses [24]. The network that emerged from this 
study suggests the MAPK signaling cascade regulates transcription through 
combinatorial enzyme specificity and discrete phosphorylation events.  
 
Ubiquitin E3 ligase substrate discovery 
Ubiquitylation is one of the most widespread PTMs and mediates a huge range of cellular 
events and processes in eukaryotes [27]. Understanding ubiquitin substrate specificity is a 
complex combinatorial question, as it is conferred by unique permutations of E1, E2 and 
E3 enzymes. Lu et al. developed an assay to determine substrates of a HECT domain E3 
ligase, Rsp5, using yeast proteome microarrays [21]. Over 90 novel proteins were found 
to be readily ubiquitylated by Rsp5, eight of which were validated as in vivo targets. 
Deeper in vivo characterization of two substrates, Sla1 and Rnr2, revealed that Rsp5-
dependent ubiquitylation affects either the posttranslational process of the substrate or 
subcellular localization [21]. This design offers the ability to dissect the molecular 
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mechanisms of a complex enzymatic cascade and gives the field a tool to understand how 
the system is organized globally. 
 
Identification of non-histone substrates of protein acetyltransferases in yeast 
Acetylation is a major epigenetic PTM widely known for its role in regulating chromatin 
state. However, it is suspected to regulate nonnuclear functions as well [28]. In yeast, no 
non-histone proteins were reported as substrates of histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and 
histone deacetylases (HDACs). The catalytic enzyme, Esa1, of the essential nucleosome 
acetyltransferase of the complex, NuA4, is the only essential HAT in yeast [29], strongly 
suggesting that it may mediate acetylation of non-histone proteins critical for cell 
survival. Another intriguing question was whether HATs could regulate activity of 
cytosolic proteins or even enzymes like protein kinases. To comprehensively discover the 
non-chromatin substrates of the NuA4 HAT complex in the yeast proteome, Lin et al. 
developed in vitro acetylation reactions on the yeast proteome microarrays, containing 
5800 yeast proteins, using NuA4 and [
14
C]-Acetyl-CoA [22]. Over 90 non-histone 
proteins were readily acetylated by the NuA4 complex. Although it was expected that the 
majority of the substrates would be involved in nucleosome assembly and histone binding 
categories, a significant number of the identified substrates were cytoplasmic proteins 
and metabolic enzymes [22]. Twenty proteins involved in a variety of cellular functions 
such as metabolism, transcription, cell cycle progression, RNA processing and stress 
response were selected for further validation. Standard double-immunoprecipitation 
techniques were used to validate 13 of the 20 substrates, including phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxykinase (Pck1p). To understand the physiological relevance of non-chromatin 
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acetylation, the authors focused on the cytosolic enzyme Pck1p to explore a connection 
between acetylation and metabolism. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) identified 
lysine 19 (K19) and K514 as the acetylation sites of Pck1p and site-directed mutagenesis 
revealed that acetylation of K514 is critical for its enzymatic activity and promotes 
extension of life span in yeast growing under starvation conditions. These findings 
demonstrate a functional role for non-chromatin acetylation in yeast metabolism and 
longevity.  
Based on GO analysis, acetylation may regulate several other cellular processes as 
well. In a follow up study, Lu et al. investigated the impact of acetylation on another 
NuA4 substrate, Sip2, a regulatory subunit of the SNF1 kinase complex (yeast AMPK). 
Based on the MS/MS analysis and site-directed mutagenesis studies, the authors found 
that Sip2 acetylation enhances its interaction with the catalytic subunit Snf1 and inhibits 
Snf1’s kinase activity [30]. As a result, phosphorylation of one of Snf1’s downstream 
targets, Sch9 (homolog of Akt/S6K), is decreased, ultimately leading to slower growth 
but extended replicative life span. Finally, the authors demonstrated that the anti-aging 
effect of Sip2 acetylation is independent of extrinsic nutrient availability and TORC1 
activity. These studies are now echoed by recent discoveries of many mitochondrial and 
cytosolic enzymes as substrates of acetyltransferases in higher eukaryotes via MS-based 
PTM profiling [31-33].  
 
Global ubiquitylation substrate discovery from cell extracts 
Readily generating a snapshot of global protein PTM profiles under various cellular 
conditions could be considered the Holy Grail for those researching PTMs. General PTM 
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substrate identification strategies require enrichment from a cell extract sample followed 
by MS or in vitro assays using purified components. While both approaches have their 
strengths and weaknesses, a hybrid of the two is possible. The use of concentrated 
mammalian cell extracts in combination with protein microarrays can serve to identify 
PTM targets in a semi-in vivo setting while alleviating the challenge of analyzing a 
complex mixture. Merbl and Kirschner generated cell extracts that replicate the mitotic 
checkpoint and anaphase release to identify differentially regulated polyubiquitylation 
substrates [20]. The synchronized cell extracts were incubated with Invitrogen’s Human 
ProtoArray composed of 8000 proteins and the resulting polyubiquitylated proteins were 
detected with antibodies directed to ubiquitin chains [20]. The authors expected to 
recover substrates of the anaphase promoting complex (APC), the major ubiquitin ligase 
in mitosis and G1. To differentiate polyubiquitylation substrates of the APC from other 
ligases, Merbl and Kirschner designed three experimental set ups. All cell extracts were 
arrested with nocodozole as the control which inhibits the APC, in the second condition 
the sample was released from checkpoint arrest with the addition of UbcH10, an E2 
ligase, and the final condition was supplemented with both UbcH10 and a specific 
inhibitor of APC. Approximately 132 proteins were differentially polyubiquitylated, 11 
of which were known APC substrates, confirming the validity on the experimental 
design. Validation studies performed in rabbit reticulocyte lysate confirmed the 
degradation/ubiquitylation of 7 novel APC substrates [20]. This study demonstrates the 
efficacy of using protein microarrays in combination with cell extracts to recapitulate the 




1.2. Pathogen-host Interactions  
Protein microarrays allow for exploration of hypotheses that cannot be addressed by 
standard methods. Investigating the interactions between viral encoded proteins and the 
proteins within the infected host has been an important yet cumbersome task. Protein 
microarrays composed of either the host or the viral proteome can be fabricated and 
subsequently used to examine the relationships between the viral machinery and the host. 
This in vitro approach recapitulates viral infection in that the viral genome/proteome are 
allowed to physically interact with the host. The Hayward and Zhu groups have recently 
developed this new paradigm to examine direct interactions between viral and host 
proteins [14, 34, 35], leading to a deeper understanding of the mechanisms by which the 




The human α, β, and γ herpesviruses cause diseases distinct from one another, ranging 
from mild cold sores to pneumonitis, birth defects and cancers [34]. Although the viruses 
are different, once they enter the host cells they all must reprogram cellular gene 
expression, sense cell-cycle phase, modify cell-cycle progression and reactivate the lytic 
life cycle to produce new virions to spread infection [36]. Many lytic cycle genes 
involved in replication of the viral genomes are highly conserved across the herpesvirus 
family. For example, each herpesvirus encodes for an orthologous serine/threonine kinase 
[37] that shares structural similarity with human cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) [38] 
and phosphorylates the substrates of CDKs [37]. The ability of viral kinase to mimic host 
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CDKs results in hijacking of key pathways to potentiate their own replication. Particular 
cellular phosphorylation events are observed during herpes infection and specific 
phosphorylation of antiviral drugs in infected cells are mediated by the conserved viral 
kinases [39]. Identifying the collective host targets of the viral kinases would reveal the 
commonly shared mechanisms and signaling pathways among different herpesviruses to 
promote their lytic replication. This knowledge will increase the therapeutic target 
options necessary for developing pan-antivirals.  
      To test this idea, Li et al. utilized the human transcription factor (TF) proteome array 
containing 4191 human proteins to identify commonly shared substrates of herpesvirus-
encoded kinases [34]. Parallel kinases assays were performed using the four viral kinases, 
UL31, UL97, BGLF4 and ORF36, which is encoded by herpes simplex type 1 (HSV1), 
human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and Kaposi Sarcoma 
associated-virus (KSHV), respectively [37]. In total, 643 nonredundant substrates were 
identified across the four kinases and 110 substrates were targets of at least three kinases. 
GO analysis of the 110 shared substrates indicates that DNA damage functional class was 
significantly enriched. Among the DNA damage proteins, TIP60 was selected as a lead 
candidate for regulation of viral replication, due to its roles in DNA damage as well as 
transcriptional regulation through its HAT activity. Phosphorylation of TIP60 by BGLF4 
in EBV-infected B cells was validated during further analysis. BGLF4 is known to 
phosphorylate multiple EBV proteins and only a small number of host proteins [37, 40]. 
The functions of its previously-characterized targets are varied, implying that the kinase 
plays multiple roles to promote viral replication [40]. It is expressed in the early phase of 
the lytic infection cycle and is localized mainly in the nuclei of EBV-infected cells [41]. 
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BGLF4 knockdown revealed that it is critical for release of infectious virus during viral 
lytic reactivation [40]. Subsequent experiments demonstrated that BGLF4-mediated 
phosphorylation enhanced TIP60 HAT activity by ten-fold, linking the phosphorylation 
event to viral replication. They also demonstrated the importance of phosphorylation of 
host DNA damage proteins for viral replication. More specifically, phosphorylation and 
activation of TIP60 by BGLF4 triggers EBV-induced DNA damage response (DDR) and 
promotes positive transcriptional regulation of critical lytic genes involved in viral 
replication. Lastly, the study confirmed that TIP60 was also required for efficient lytic 
replication in HCMV, KSHV and HSV-1. Taken together, this unbiased approach 
provides a novel paradigm for discovery of conserved targets of viral enzymes. While 
herpes kinases have been credible therapeutic candidates, knowing their targets and the 




In a follow up study, Li et al. took the inverse approach that employed a herpesvirus EBV 
protein microarray to assess human-host protein binding events [14]. Small ubiquitin-
related modifier (SUMO) is covalently attached to proteins via an enzymatic cascade 
analogous to the ubiquitin pathway. SUMO is involved in a broad range of cellular 
processes including signal transduction, regulation of transcription, DNA damage 
response and mediation of protein-protein interactions [42, 43]. Both latent and lytic EBV 
proteins interact with components of the SUMO machinery [14, 43]. While covalent 
modification by SUMO is more commonly understood, noncovalent interactions with 
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SUMO also contribute to SUMO effector signaling [42, 43]. Noncovalent binding to 
SUMO is often mediated through SUMO-interaction motif (SIM) domains on target 
proteins [42, 43]. To comprehensively identify the EBV proteins that bind to the SUMO 
moiety, the authors fabricated a protein microarray of full length proteins from EBV and 
KSHV individually purified from yeast.  The array was used to perform a protein-protein 
binding assay using the SUMO2 paralog. They identified 11 EBV proteins as potential 
SUMO partners, including BGLF4, a conserved kinase [14]. As BGLF4 is known to play 
a multitude of roles in EBV, the authors pursued the importance of the cellular PTM in 
BGLF4 function. The BGLF4 SIM domains were mapped and when mutated at both the 
N- and C-terminal SIMs, the intracellular localization of the kinase shifted from nuclear 
to cytoplasmic. A mutation in the N-terminal SIM showed largely nuclear localization, 
whereas the C-terminal SIM mutation generated an intermediate phenotype with nuclear 
and cytoplasmic expression. The authors found that BGLF4 inhibits SUMOylation of 
lytic cycle transactivator ZTA and demonstrated that the SIM domains as well as kinase 
activity are required for inhibition [14]. SIM domains of BLGF4 were also shown to be 
necessary for suppressing global SUMOylation, inducing cellular DDR and promoting 
EBV lytic replication.  
      The virus takes advantage of the SUMOylation system by encoding proteins that are 
SUMO modified and those that bind to SUMO [14]. As previously mentioned SUMO is 
involved in DDR, which is further supported by the finding that BGLF4 appears to 
interact with sites of DNA damage via SUMO binding, revealing an additional 
mechanism promoting EBV-mediated DDR and lytic replication. SUMO interaction is as 




1.3. Biomarker identification 
Biomarker identification represents a major effort in modern biomedical and clinical 
research, as it allows for better screening methods, diagnosis criteria, prognosis 
predictions and ultimately superior treatment for a broad range of diseases. Traditionally, 
biomarker discovery has utilized popular methods such as MS, ELISA, gene expression 
and antibody arrays to profile serum samples [44]. In recent years, protein microarray 
technology has extended into clinical proteomics and is becoming a powerful tool for 
biomarker discovery. Proteins on functional protein microarrays were originally viewed 
as substrates and binding partners, but when applied to immunology, the proteins on the 
array could be potential antigens associated with certain diseases. By comparison, protein 
microarray based-serum profiling is much more sensitive and can be performed at higher 
throughput while requiring less amount of sample. Here we will review a variety of 
clinically-relevant applications for protein microarrays in biomarker identification. 
 
SARS-CoV diagnosis 
Protein microarrays can also be used as a diagnostic tool for infectious diseases. Severe 
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is an infectious disease, caused by a novel 
coronavirus (CoV), which appeared in Guangdong, China in November 2002. As of 
March 2003, the virus had spread globally and by July over 8000 SARS cases and 
approximately 800 deaths were reported worldwide [45]. At the time of the outbreak, no 
effective treatment of SARS was available, thus isolation and infection control were the 
best way to limit the spread of the virus. Therefore, rapid and reliable, early diagnosis is 
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critical to control such an epidemic. Zhu et al developed the first virus protein 
microarray, which included all the SARS-CoV proteins as well as proteins from five 
additional coronaviruses that can infect human (HCoV-299E and HCoV-OC43), cow 
(BCV), cat (FIPV) and mouse (MHVA59) [46]. The SARS microarray was used to 
screen sera from infected and noninfected individuals in a double-blind format. The 
samples were quickly distinguished as SARS positive or SARS negative based on the 
presence of human IgG and IgM antibodies against SARS-CoV proteins, with a 94% 
accuracy rate compared to a standard ELISA diagnostic test. The SARS microarray 
improved the sensitivity of the assay 50 fold over the ELISA and dramatically reduced 
the amount of sample required. This method may be suitable for diagnosis for many viral 
infections.  
 
Novel serological biomarkers for inflammatory bowel disease 
The two most common subtypes of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) are Crohn’s 
disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). They are idiopathic in nature and are both 
characterized by an abnormal immunological response in the gut [47]. IBD is clinically 
thought to have autoimmune etiology, although, anti-microbial antibodies to normal 
bacteria are present in the sera of patients, leading to the pathogenesis of the disease [8]. 
The known serological antibodies are currently used as partial diagnostic criteria as they 
are not robust enough to stand alone [48]. Chen et al. elected to use an E. coli proteome 
microarray to characterize the differential immune response (serum anti-E. coli 
antibodies) in patients with CD and UC compared to healthy controls (HC). The 
microarray included 4256 E. coli proteins, encompassing the vast majority of the 
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proteome of E. coli K12 strain. The sera from HC (n=29), CD (n=66) and UC (n=39) 
were profiled using this array and the reactive anti-E. coli antibodies were detected with 
anti-human IgG antibodies. Data analysis revealed differential immunogenic response to 
417 proteins between these three groups: 169, 186 and 19 were highly immunogenic in 
HC, CD and UC, respectively. Two robust sets of novel serological biomarkers were 
identified that can discriminate CD from HC or UC with >80% overall accuracy and 
sensitivity [8]. This is the first study to identify serological biomarkers in human 
immunological diseases with respect to the entire proteome of a microbial species. The 
underlying molecular pathology of other immune system related diseases can also be 
examined with this proteome microarray approach.  
 
Lectin study: protein-glycan interaction 
Cell surface glycosylation is a complex and highly-varied PTM that in turn is not 
amenable to standard high-throughput techniques. Glycosylation is present on the surface 
of all vertebrate cells, and it serves to distinguish cell types through very delicate 
differences [9]. It is also shown to be associated with cell differentiation, malignant 
transformation and subcellular localization [49-53]. Glycan binding proteins, known as 
lectins, are used to characterize glycosylation marks due to their ability to discriminate 
sugar isoforms [54]. Lectin microarrays have already been employed to characterize 
glycoproteins and lysates [55, 56], however, they have not been used to systematically 
profile cell surface glycosylation signatures of mammalian cell types. Such studies have 
the potential to provide a tool for distinguishing normal versus abnormal cell surface 
profiles based on glycan-lectin interactions. Tao et al. fabricated a lectin microarray 
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composed of 94 non-redundant lectins selected for defining cell surface glycan signatures 
[5]. Using 23 well-studied mammalian cell lines, the authors developed a systematic 
binary analysis of binding interactions of the selected lectins and cell types. They 
observed a broad range of binding potential and specificity across cell types, implying a 
high level of variation in cell surface glycans within mammalian cell types. For example, 
less than 20 lectins could capture the hESC, Caco-2, D407 and U937 cells, while more 
than 50 lectins captured the HEK293, K1106 and MCF7 cells [9]. Interestingly, similar 
cell types such as various breast cancer cell lines did not reveal overlapping lectin 
binding profiles, indicating lectins can discern subtle differences between 
physiologically-related cells. 
      To further test the utility of the lectin microarray for biomarker discovery, Tao et al. 
analyzed lectin binding in a model cancer stem-like system by comparing cell surface 
glycan signatures of all 24 cell types [9]. Focusing on MCF7, a breast cancer cell line that 
adopts cancer stem-like phenotypes when grown under specific conditions, the authors 
demonstrated that different growth conditions give rise to distinct lectin binding profiles 
that can distinguish these cancer cell subpopulations [9]. The lectin LEL was identified as 
a biomarker that can discriminate between MCF7 subpopulations. The authors propose 
that combined with other stem cell enrichment methods, lectin microarray technology is a 
potential tool for identifying cell surface markers in tumors, enabling the discovery of 







Over the past decade, protein microarrays have evolved into a powerful and versatile tool 
for systems biology. They capitalize on femtomolar sensitivity, profiling full proteomes 
and high-throughput yet straightforward assays. We have described their utility for a 
myriad of applications that have resulted in impactful scientific findings including 
pathogen-host interactions, biomarker identification, unconventional transcription factors 
and PTM substrates (Figure 1-1). While protein microarrays leverage the advantage of 
uniform protein expression, for proteomics, their impact is limited by the extent of 
coverage. A remarkable advance was put forth by the Zhu laboratory with the 
construction of the first human proteome microarray containing over 17,000 full length 
proteins [15], the largest available to date (Figure 1-2). The discovery potential for this 
technology is dramatically increased by expanded proteome coverage. Multiple large-
scale studies intended to link PTM substrates with their upstream enzymes, such as 
kinases, SUMO E3 ligases and ubiquitin ligases, are ongoing with the human proteome 
microarrays. As the number of bona fide PTMs increase and more substrates are found to 
acquire numerous modifications, we cannot ignore coregulation of PTMs. Directed 
studies to recapitulate crosstalk between enzymes, PTMs and their common substrates are 
possible with protein microarrays and may uncover key nodes of regulation and critical 
points where pathways converge. While MS is an ideal technology for the discovery of 
novel PTMs, such as the crotonylation PTM [57], it is not well suited to identify the 
enzymes responsible for novel modification. The richness of 17,000 natively-purified 
proteins on a single surface provides an ideal platform for discovery of novel enzyme 
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function. The human proteome array can also be harnessed as a tool for high-throughput 
characterization of monoclonal antibody (mAb) specificity from hybridomas [15]. 
      The capabilities of microarray technology are further expanding with the 
development of label-free optical techniques that monitor the real-time dynamics of 
biomolecular interactions. Oblique-incidence reflectivity difference (OIRD) is an 
emerging technique that measures the changes in reflectivity of polarized light [58, 59]. 
OIRD has recently been applied to DNA and protein microarrays and has successfully 
determine association and dissociation rates of biomolecular interactions in a high-
throughput format [60, 61].  
      Constructing complex interaction networks involving the full range of cellular 
components is critical for deciphering how organisms are organized and is essential for 
understanding the aberrant changes that result in diseases. We have explored the vast 
applications of protein microarrays for global characterization of interactomes and the 
significance of their findings for creating a comprehensive view of biological systems. 
Protein microarray technology is no longer in its infancy and will undoubtedly serve as 







Figure 1-1. Reconstituted interaction networks in cellular systems generated 
through protein microarray studies 
Interaction mapping with protein microarrays has been applied to numerous organisms to 
achieve diverse representations of molecular networks. A. Li et al. probed a human 
transcription factor (TF) microarray with four conserved kinases encoded by 
herpesviruses to reveal the host targets of the viral kinases [34]. B. Using a yeast 
proteome microarray, Lu et al. identified the substrates of the HECT E3 ligase Rsp5 [21]. 
Through gene ontology analysis Rsp5 was linked to subgroups of substrates based on 
function. C. The Arabidopsis thaliana MAP kinase signaling network was reconstructed 
using an Arabidopsis protein microarray [24]. The hierarchical phosphorylation network 
depicts the MKKs (upper nodes), MPKs (middle nodes), and substrates (bottom nodes). 
(Adapted with author’s permission) D. DNA binding specificity of unconventional DNA-
binding proteins (uDBPs) was characterized using the TF microarray [17]. The uDBPs 
are clustered based on target sequence similarity and proteins of different functional 
classes are color-coded. “C” denotes consensus sequences for each sub-branch are 
shown. E. The E. coli proteome microarray was used to identify differentially 
immunogenic proteins between HC and CD patient samples depicted in the heat map [8]. 
The yellow and blue colors indicate high and low immunogenic responses, respectively. 





Figure 1-2. The human proteome microarray   
 A. The human proteome microarray composed of 16,368 unique full-length recombinant 
proteins printed in duplicate on Full Moon glass slides. To monitor the quality, the 
microarray was probed with anti-GST monoclonal antibody, followed by Alexa-555 
secondary antibody to visualize the signals. The proteins positively detected by the anti-
GST antibody are represented in green. B. Cellular distribution of the proteins included in 
the human proteome microarray.  
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Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) are critical regulatory events that alter the 
properties of a protein by proteolytic processing or addition of charged chemical groups, 
small proteins, sugars, or lipids. Ubiquitin-like (Ubl) proteins are reversible PTMs 
catalyzed by dynamic coordination of transferase enzymes to regulate diverse cellular 
processes. The SUMO proteins (Small Ubiquitin-related MOdifiers) are some of the best 
characterized members of the Ubl family and are known to be conjugated to over >800 
putative targets based on large scale screens and empirical studies [1-3]. Attachment of 
the SUMO moiety to a substrate protein is important for regulation of membrane 
receptors down to cytosolic proteins and nuclear transcription factors. The mechanisms of 
attachment for SUMOylation and ubiquitylation are analogous and the three-dimensional 
structures are virtually superimposable, however, SUMO only shares 18% sequence 
identity with ubiquitin [4]. The surface charge topology is distinct between the two 
molecules creating distinct negative and positively charged patches [5]. Differences in 
sequence and charge allow for recognition by diverse effector molecules and unique 
downstream signaling outputs. SUMO protein is approximately 11 kDa and composed of 
around 100 amino acids, containing a flexible N-terminal region which is absent in other 
Ubl proteins.  Within this unstructured stretch of amino acids are several lysines that 
serve as sites for polymeric chain formation.  
 
SUMO proteins are highly conserved throughout eukaryotes. In yeast and other 
invertebrates, a single gene encodes for SUMO, known at SMT3 in Saccharomyces 
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cerevisiae. Vertebrates encode for four distinct SUMO paralogs on separate genes, 
designated as SUMO1 through SUMO4. SUMO1 is an 11 kDa protein first described as a 
covalent modification on nuclear pore protein RanGAP1 [6]. In vertebrates, SUMO2 and 
SUMO3 are commonly referred to as SUMO2/3 because they share 97% sequence 
identity, only differing by three amino acids. SUMO1 shares roughly 50% sequence 
identity with SUMO2/3 and is distinguishable by immune-based detection methods. 
Similar to ubiquitin, SUMO2/3 is capable of forming polymeric SUMO2/3 chains 
through the SUMOlyation consensus motif, ΨKXE, present in its N-terminal extension. 
SUMO1 lacks this attachment site and therefore is not known to form chains in vivo, 
however, it is proposed to function as a polymeric chain terminator [7]. SUMO4 was 
initially thought to be a pseudogene because it lacks introns but recent studies have 
suggested that its protein product contains an unconserved proline residue that interferes 
with proteolytic processing, thus preventing maturation and conjugation [8, 9]. There are 
some gross as well as subtle differences between the SUMO paralogs. Certain substrates 
are preferentially modified by a particular SUMO while others are modified equally with 
either SUMO. For instance, RanGAP1 is efficiently modified by SUMO1 but modified 
weakly by SUMO2 [10]. In addition, in the cell there is a large pool of unconjugated or 
“free” SUMO2/3 while there is limited SUMO1 because the majority of SUMO1 is 
conjugated to cellular proteins [10]. Free SUMO2/3 is rapidly conjugated to substrates 





2.2. SUMO Conjugation 
The SUMO conjugation cascade covalently attaches SUMOs to lysine residues in a 
reversible mechanism. The cascade resembles ubiquitin conjugation, however, the 
enzymes involved are unique.  SUMO is synthesized as an immature precursor protein 
with a C-terminal region of amino acids that block its reactivity. The family of SUMO 
specific proteases (knowns as sentrin proteases or SENPs) cleave several C-terminal 
residues revealing a di-glycine motif rendering the polypeptides competent for 
conjugation.  SAE1/UBA2, the heterodimeric SUMO E1 enzyme, catalyzes the first step 
in the three-part reaction. To being the reaction, the C-terminal glycine carboxyl group of 
SUMO attacks ATP at the gamma phosphate, producing a high energy andenylated-
SUMO, thereby releasing pyrophosphate [12]. The thiol group of the active site cysteine 
of the E1 attacks the SUMO-adenylate, forming a high energy thiolester bond with the C-
terminus of SUMO and the E1 cysteine. In the following step, Ubc9, the sole conjugating 
enzyme (E2) transfers the SUMO to its active cysteine residue, forming a second 
thiolester intermediate. In the final step of the reaction SUMO is transferred from the E2 
to the amino group of a lysine residue in the substrate protein, forming an isopeptide 
bond [12-14] (Figure 2-1). A significant percentage of SUMO lysine attachment sites lie 
within the Ubc9 binding motif ΨKXE/D, where Ψ is a large hydrophobic residue, K is 
the acceptor lysine, X is any amino acid.  The E2 can guide SUMOylation of the 
substrate through its ability to bind to the ΨKXD/E motif [15]. The chemistry of this 
mechanism is virtually identical to ubiquitylation, however, there are drastic 
organizational differences. The number of enzymes and transferases for SUMOylation is 
far more modest than in the ubiquitylation system. Ubiquitylation uses two E1s and over 
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30 E2s enzymes as compared SUMOylation’s single E1and E2. Ubiquitylation is 
catalyzed by over 600 E3 ligases whereas number of SUMO E3 ligases is growing but 











Figure 2-1. The SUMO conjugation cycle. Adapted from Gareau and Lima 2010, 
[16]. 
SUMO undergoes processing by SENPs to its mature form (step 1). SUMO is then 
adenylated by the E1 complex (SAE1/UBA2) in an ATP-dependent reaction. Following 
activation, SUMO is transferred to the catalytic cysteine of the E2 (UBC9) (step 3). It can 
then catalyse conjugation to a substrate in an E3 ligase-independent manner through 
recognition of SUMO consensus motifs (ΨKXD/E) (step 4). Substrate specificity 
imparted by E3–substrate interactions are thought to be particularly important for 
directing conjugation to non-consensus lysine residues. Substrates modified by SUMO 
can interact with SUMO-binding proteins through their SUMO-interacting motifs (SIMs) 
(step 8). SUMO cleavage is catalyzed by SENP proteases to release free SUMO for 
future conjugation (step 9) [16].  
 
2.3. SUMO E3 ligases  
Since the discovery of SUMO, the role of SUMO E3 ligases has been mysterious. At 
first, it was even unclear whether E3s participated in this system at all because they are 
not required for SUMOylation of many substrates in vitro [17, 18].  In addition, they do 
not form covalent intermediates with SUMO substrates during conjugation, making them 
difficult to identify. The basic definition of a SUMO E3 is that it binds the E2, binds to 
the substrate, and assists the transfer of SUMO from the E2 to the substrate in vitro [19, 
20]. Yeast demonstrate E3-dependent SUMOylation in vivo and in vitro [21, 22]. The 
contribution of E3 ligases to SUMOylation in vertebrates remains unclear and the 
majority of in vivo SUMO substrates are not linked to an upstream E3 ligase. There are 
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estimated to be between 600 and 1000 ubiquitin E3 ligases while to date only 15 SUMO 
E3 ligases have been identified. Among those discovered, there are three distinct types of 
SUMO E3 ligases: the PIAS (Protein inhibitor of activated STAT) family, that also 
function as STAT transcription factors; the nuclear pore protein RanBP2; and the 
polycomb group protein Pc2.  
The mammalian PIAS proteins are encoded by four genes, PIAS1, PIAS2(xb), PIAS3, 
and PIAS4(y). They share a high degree of sequence homology and range in size from 
507 (PIASy) and 650 (PIAS1) amino acids. Notably, the PIAS proteins contain SP-RING 
domains that resemble RING domains of ubiquitin E3 ligases [23, 24]. Thus their ligase 
activity is thought to be analogous to ubiquitin RING domain E3 ligases through binding 
the E2~SUMO and substrate, bringing them in closer proximity with the substrate [19, 
23, 25-27]. PIAS proteins also have the ability to interact with SUMO through their 
SUMO interaction motifs [28], however mutation of the SIMs show minimal effect on E3 
activity [26]. In Onishi et al 2007, two point mutations in the RING domain of PIAS3 
ablated its E3 ligase activity [29].  
RanBP2 does not contain a ring domain and functions in a different manner than the 
PIAS E3 ligases. Its E3 domain contains multiple regions that have ligase activity, that 
bind either SUMO or the E2, coordinating an optimal orientation of the E2~SUMO 
thioester for catalysis and substrate interaction [16]. In addition to RanGAP1, RanBP2 
enhances SUMOylation of Sp100, HDAC, hnRNP C1 and PML proteins in vitro [30-33]. 
There is little in vivo evidence to corroborate this, but it is presumed that RanBP2 
enhances SUMOylation of these and other proteins during nuclear import and export 
[31]. Several other SUMO E3 ligases have been reported in the literature namely Pc2, G-
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protein Rhes, DNA topoisomerase binding protein TOPORS, and HDAC4 [34-37], 
though the mechanisms by which they enhance SUMOylation are not clear. How exactly 
E3 ligases achieve substrate specificity remains enigmatic. Some E3 ligases show 
specificity for substrates while others demonstrate redundancy. In other cases, E3 ligases 
show paralog-preference for SUMOylation of targets. Chapter 3 of this thesis will discuss 
our efforts to identify the substrates and paralog preference of several E3 ligases in a 
global screen. Our studies have been able to establish connections between six E3 ligases 
and hundreds of their substrates to reveal the specificity and redundancy within SUMO 
E3 ligase substrate network. 
2.4. Deconjugation 
SUMOylation is a reversible process where SUMO is rapidly deconjugated from 
substrates by SENPs, which are the same family of proteases involved in SUMO 
maturation. In yeast there are two proteases, Ulp1 and Ulp2, with six homologs in 
vertebrates known as SENP1-3 and SENP5-7. The SENPs have distinct roles in 
executing maturation and deconjugation for the SUMO paralogs. SENP1 and SENP2 are 
involved in deconjugation for SUMO1 and SUMO2/3, while SENP6 and SENP7 are not 
involved in maturation or deconjugation but serve as polymeric chain editors. 
2.5. SUMO Substrate Specificity 
Of the SUMOylation sites that have been successfully mapped, many contain the 
ΨKXD/E motif, but those sites do not account for all target lysines. Thus, this motif 
cannot universally explain all of the determinants of SUMOylation. Additionally, this 
motif is very common and occurs very frequently in protein sequences, though in most 
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cases is not SUMOylated [19]. For example, in yeast, out of 5884 open reading frames 
(ORFs) the (IVL)KXE occurs 2799 times in 1913 ORFs [19]. This points to the concept 
that there must be other criteria required for a target lysine or consensus motif to be a 
bona fide SUMOylation site. Several SUMO attachment sites that do not occur within a 
consensus motif have been identified and other proteins in which all consensus motifs 
mutated are still modified [19].  A common presumption is that E3 ligases assist in 
mediating target selection, especially for lysines that do not lie in a consensus motif. E3 
ligases can discriminate between SUMO isoforms and in certain cases demonstrate 
preference for a particular SUMO. E3 ligases add to the complexity of SUMOylation 
with their ability to show preference and redundancy for substrates and SUMO isoforms. 
The work presented in chapter 3 will also shed light on E3 ligase SUMO paralog 
preference in vitro and in cell-based systems. 
A Phosphorylation dependent SUMOylation motif (PDSM) has been described, 
ΨKX(D/E)XXSP, where in the phosphorylation of the downstream serine residue 
enhances SUMOylation at the target lysine [38] (Figure 2-2). In the case of the PDSM 
containing substrates PPARγ and MEF2A, phosphorylation and subsequent 
SUMOylation switches their activity from transcriptional activation to transcriptional 
repression[38] [39]. Negatively Charged Amino Acid Dependent SUMOylation Motif 
(NDSM) is a variation on the PDSM motif where the negatively charged C-terminal 
residues mimic the negatively charge phospho-serine in the PDSM [40]. The negatively 





Figure 2-2. Phosphorylation dependent SUMOylation. Adapted from Gareau and 
Lima, 2010 [16]. 
Phosphorylation of the transcription factor MEF2A by CDK5 within a PDSM enhances 
its modification by SUMO, inhibiting transcription and resulting in synapse maturation. 
Figure adapted from [16]. 
 
SUMO Interaction Motifs (SIMs) are typically found in SUMO binding proteins. They 
mediate non-covalent recognition of SUMOylated proteins and serve as readers/effectors 
or the small protein PTM. SIM domains within a target protein also contribute to 
substrate selection by recognizing the E2~SUMO species and promoting the transfer of 
SUMO onto itself [41]. The one known SUMO consensus motif V/I-X-V/I-V/I or V/I-
V/I-X-V/I is flanked by acidic residues and/or serines. Through phosphorylation the 
serines acquire a negative charge and may mimic the acidic residues to strengthen 
binding [42, 43].  
2.6. Functional Importance of SUMOylation 
SUMO has been implicated in a wide variety of cellular functions such as transcription 
activation and repression, protein-protein interactions, enzyme activity, chromosome 
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segregation, DNA repair, protein localization, development, and nuclear transport [4, 29, 
31, 38, 39, 44, 45].  Although SUMO is involved in a wide variety of cellular processes, 
the mechanism by which its effect is produced is substrate specific. 
SUMOylation of RanGAP1 is a hallmark example of regulation of protein localization. 
Once SUMOylated, RanGAP1 binds to RanBP2, a component of the nuclear pore and 
SUMO E3 ligase, and is tethered to the nuclear envelope where it functions in nuclear 
protein import [6]. Prior to the discovery of SUMO modification on RanGAP1, it was 
known to be localized to both the cytoplasm and the NPC, though the molecular switch 
was unknown [4]. 
SALL4 is a transcription factor that functions in maintenance and self-renewal of 
embryonic and hematopoietic stem cells. SUMOylation of SALL4 positively regulates its 
stability by increasing the half-life of the protein [45]. SUMOylation deficient SALL4 is 
enriched at chromatin but not in the cytoplasm suggesting that SUMOylation drives 
cytoplasmic localization and may prevent chromatin association [45]. NR2E3 is a 
transcription factor that is enriched in developing photoreceptor cells. Paradoxically, it 
functions as both a transcriptional activator of rod genes and a transcriptional repressor of 
cone genes. PIAS3 mediates SUMOylation of NR2E3, conferring its opposing 
transcriptional functions. SUMOylation of NR23E is required for transcriptional 
repression of cone-specific genes [29]. 
An example of SUMO-mediated enzyme activation is SUMO substrate and proto-
oncogene, Akt.  Systematic analysis of lysines in Akt revealed K276 is essential for its 
activity [46]. This critical lysine also occurs in a SUMO consensus motif. PIAS1 
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mediates SUMOylation of Akt and over expression of PIAS1 enhances Akt activity, 
whereas expression of SENP1 reduces its activity [46].  
Bloom’s Syndrome Protein, BLM is critical for repair of damaged DNA replication forks 
and has been shown to have both pro and anti-recombinogenic functions in homologous 
recombination (HR) [47]. SUMOylation mediates the shift between the opposing roles in 
HR. When BLM is the non-SUMOylated form, it inhibits DNA repair at damaged 
replication forks whereas SUMOylated BLM promotes DNA replication for repair via 
HR, by promoting the function of the critical recombinase, RAD51 [47]. Here, SUMO is 
implicated as a critical signal in the DNA damage system. 
2.7. PTM Crosstalk 
These examples highlight the importance SUMO modification in cell signaling and 
maintenance of overall homeostasis, however SUMOylation may confer different signals 
in the context of other PTMs. Emerging evidence implicates SUMOylation as a player in 
PTM crosstalk with ubiquitin and phosphorylation. One residue may have the potential to 
be modified by various PTMs with opposing functions. For example, the ubiquitylation 
of K21 of IκB leads to its degradation, whereas K21 SUMOylation stabilizes ΙκΒ [48] 
(Figure 2-2). Moreover, numerous PTMs may be present on a protein at one time. A 
specific combination of PTMs can determine the localization, activation state, interaction 
partners, stability, or turnover of the substrate. Positive crosstalk between 
phosphorylation and SUMOylation is exemplified by PDSM substrates MEF2A, GATA-
1, and ERRγ. On the contrary, phosphorylation of AIB1inhibited its SUMOylation [38, 
49]. The evidence in such empirical studies suggests SUMOylation and phosphorylation 
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may be connected and serve to co-regulate protein functions, but whether this is a 
systems level regulatory mechanism remains unanswered. In chapter 4, I will present 
work on characterization of the function of SUMOylation of in the dynamics tyrosine 
kinase, Pyk2. We reveal a bivalent mechanism of activation and interplay between the 
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CONSTRUCTING GLOBAL SUMO E3 LIGASE SUBSTRATE NETWORKS UTILIZING 
















Currently, SUMOylation of many known substrates is sufficiently catalyzed by the E1 
and E2 enzymes in vitro, however, emerging in vivo evidence suggests that the E3 ligases 
may play an important role in many SUMO-dependent signaling pathways. Though it is 
widely accepted that E3s enhance the degree of SUMOylation of their substrates, there 
are few cases where SUMO modification is E3-dependent. While numerous studies have 
attempted to identify the complement of SUMO-modified proteins in the human 
proteome, a global approach examining the role of SUMO E3 ligases and their substrate 
specificity has not been reported. Our goal is to identify a comprehensive set of SUMO 
modified proteins, illuminating the E3 ligase-substrate network, and identifying the 
common and distinct substrates of several E3 ligases.  
To this end, we have developed a protein microarray-based approach to globally 
construct SUMOylation networks, utilizing the Human Proteome Microarray containing 
approximately 17,000 individually purified recombinant human proteins. More 
specifically, we successfully purified six active SUMO E3 ligases and performed 
SUMOylation reactions on the protein microarrays to identify E3-dependent substrates, 
using high and low E1/E2 reaction mixtures as comparisons. Over 2700 SUMO E3 
substrates were identified under stringent cutoff values. Many were unique SUMOyatlion 
targets for a particular E3 ligase, suggesting E3 ligases play a large role in determining 
substrate selection in vitro. Gene ontology analysis recovered known biological functions 
for many E3 ligases and more importantly, revealed many novel functions that could 
potentially link SUMOylation to signaling pathways involving protein kinases. We have 
pursued carefully selected candidates for validation to confirm physiological relevance of 
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E3 ligase-dependent SUMOylation in HeLa cells. We believe that the work presented in 
this chapter will have a profound impact on the studies of SUMOylation and its crosstalk 



















Complexity in the SUMOylation pathway 
The SUMOylation pathway is fraught with complexity at each level. To begin with, 
unlike most PTMs (e.g. ubiquitin or phosphorylation), there are four unique SUMO 
proteins with redundant and non-redundant features and functions. The E2 enzyme has 
the ability to direct SUMOylation of many targets in vitro without the need for E3 ligases 
[1]. There is one widely accepted SUMOylation motif however, it is neither necessary 
nor sufficient for SUMOylation, as SUMOylation also occurs at non-consensus motif 
lysines, and not all consensus motifs are SUMOylated [2, 3]. In some cases, in vivo, 
substrates are preferentially modified by SUMO1 over SUMO2 (e.g. RanGAP1) [2, 4], 
and visa versa, although the true reasons are unknown. E3 ligases do not form covalent 
intermediates with SUMO in assisting transfer and thus are difficult to identify. To date, 
many of the E3 ligases that have been characterized also have other critical cellular 
functions (e.g. PIAS are transcriptional co-regulators [5, 6]) making it difficult to assess 
their E3 ligase function with knockdown experiments.  E3 ligases enhance SUMOylation 
of targets however, only a few cases describe true E3 ligase dependent SUMOylation [7]. 
PCNA is SUMOylated at two lysines, K127 which lies within a consensus motif, and 
K164 which is a non-consensus lysine. Siz1, a yeast PIAS homolog, is able to enhance 
SUMO modification at K127 although and E1 and E2 are sufficient [7]. On the other 
hand, E1 and E2 cannot SUMOylate K164 and it is only modified in the presence of Siz1 
(Figure 3-1) [7].  
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.   
Figure 3-1. Siz1 E3 ligase-dependent SUMOylation of PCNA Lysine 164. Adapted 
from Yanus et al 2009, [7]. 
The model for activated E3:E2~SUMO-PCNA complex with the Siz1 E3 ligase, Ubc9 
(blue), Smt3 (orange), and PCNA (red). Lys164 of PCNA is colored cyan, the SUMO 
consensus motif is colored gray with the target Lys127 colored blue. Siz1 activity is not 
required for modification at Lys127 although it enhances the SUMOylation. On the other 
hand, Lys164 SUMOylation requires Siz1 activity [7]. 
 
As alluded to, there are many layers to specificity in SUMOylation: the substrate, the 
SUMO paralog, and the E3 ligase. In order to develop a clear understanding of the 
organization and regulation of this complex system, global analysis of substrates, SUMO 
isoform preference, and E3 ligase specificity is needed. By identifying all of the SUMO 
substrates in the proteome, establishing connections between E3 ligases and their targets, 




A study published in 2006 by Vertegaal et al attempted systematic identification of 
targets of SUMO1 and SUMO2 using the unbiased quantitative proteomic technique 
SILAC [3]. SUMO conjugates were purified from HeLa cells expressing His6-SUMO1 
or His6-SUMO2. When dealing with whole cell extracts it is important to appreciate 
technical challenges due to the high activity of the SENPs that remove SUMO from the 
substrates, compounded with the low abundance of SUMO modified proteins. The nuclei 
were isolated and the high molecular weight proteins were separated by SDS PAGE and 
analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry. In total, 53 SUMOylation substrates were 
identified, including 9 that were previously discovered (e.g. RanGAP1 and PML) [3]. 
Twenty five substrates were preferential substrates of SUMO1, 19 were preferential 
substrates of SUMO2, and 9 exhibited little to no preference for SUMO1 or SUMO2 [3]. 
This is further indication that SUMO1 and SUMO2 likely have both overlapping and 
non-overlapping functions. Analysis of the SUMOylation consensus motif in the 
sequences of the 53 proteins revealed 112 consensus sites, which comprised 39 of the 53 
targets (62%) [3]. This is consistent with theme that SUMO substrate selection is not 
entirely mediated through the consensus motif.  
One critical difference between the functions of SUMO1 and SUMO2 lies in the response 
to cellular stress. There is a large pool of free unconjugated SUMO2/3 as compared to 
SUMO1, and after exposure to stress like heat shock, conjugation of SUMO2/3 but not 
SUMO1 occurs [8, 9]. In an effort to understand the role of SUMO in response to heat 
shock, Golebiowski et al performed a system wide proteomic analysis of targets of 
SUMO2. SILAC and tandem mass spectrometry identified 574 novel and 192 previously 
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known SUMO2 substrates. The findings further implicate SUMO2 as a key signaling 
feature of the cellular response to heat shock [10].  
These studies provide us with a wealth of potential SUMO substrates, though there are 
likely many more. Additional proteomic studies are needed to identify the remaining 
SUMO substrates and alternative approaches are required to establish the substrate 
specificity of SUMO E3 ligases. Mass spectrometry is a powerful tool for proteomics as 
it allows for in vivo identification of substrates as well as the attachment sites. There are 
limitations to consider when using mass spectrometry for comprehensive SUMO 
proteomics 1. The inherently low relative abundance of SUMO substrates makes their 
recovery difficult 2. E3 ligase substrate specificity is not captured with these methods. 
Protein microarrays offer an alternative approach that mitigates these challenges. More 
specifically, protein microarrays provide an unbiased platform for screening the activity 
and specificity of the SUMOylation enzymes in vitro. Thousands of potential substrates 
can be queried at once using protein microarray technology, providing a versatile way to 
evaluate E3 ligase specificity as well as SUMO isoform preference. 
Protein microarrays have been an important proteomics tool for substrate identification of 
PTMs such as phosphorylation, acetylation, and ubiquitylation [11-13]. The protein 
microarray method was previously employed in a proof of principal study for 
SUMOylation by Oh et al [9]. A fragment of RanGAP1 that is known to be SUMOylated 
was purified and spotted on a glass slide [14]. A K524A lysine mutant and bovine serum 
albumin were spotted as negative controls. The chip with the immobilized substrate and 
negative controls was incubated with a mixture of E1, E2, SUMO1, and ATP in reaction 
buffer. SUMOylation was detected with anti-SUMO1 antibody, followed by Cy3-labeled 
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anti-IgG secondary antibody for fluorescent detection. The SUMOylation reaction proved 
to be specific only for the WT RanGAP1 fragment and not the negative controls. This 
study was the first example of On-Chip SUMOylation. Blending this approach with 
breadth of substrates printed on the human proteome microarray provides an unbiased 
global substrate discovery tool (Figure 1-2).   
3.1. Experimental Strategy 
To include SUMO E3 ligase specificity in a protein microarray substrate discovery assay, 
the proportions of E1:E2:E3 enzymes must be tittered such that the true activity of the E3 
can be assessed. As stated earlier, the E1 and E2 are often sufficient to SUMOylate many 
targets in vitro and thus simply adding an E3 ligase maybe be futile as the activity of the 
E1 and E2 may occlude the activity of the E3 or render it unnecessary. Reducing the 
concentrations of E1 and E2 to the extent that little to no SUMOylation is observed is the 
ideal background condition. By introducing the E3 ligase to the limiting concentration E1 
and E2 mixture detection of the true E3 ligase-dependent or -specific substrates is 
possible. Rogers et al 2006 used this strategy to verify that SUMOylation of STAT1 with 




Figure 3-2. PIASx-α specific SUMOylation of STAT1 under limiting concentrations 
of E1 and E2. Adapted from Rogers et al 2003, [1]. 
[
35
S]methionine-labeled STAT1 was transcribed and translated in rabbit reticuloctye 
lysate (lane 1). The substrate STAT1 was SUMO modified under limiting concentrations 
of E1 and E2 (lane 2). PIAS1 and PIASx-α were added to assays E3 ligase activity and 
specificity (lanes 3 and 4). PIASx-α, but not PIAS1, specifically enhanced modification 
of STAT1 [1]. 
Construction of SUMOylation Pilot Chip and Assay Optimization 
To optimize reaction conditions for On-Chip SUMOylation a pilot chip was constructed. 
We selected 66 previously known SUMO substrates, 12 proteins involved in SUMO 
conjugation, and the four SUMO isoforms. These proteins were purified as GST fusions 




Figure 3-3. SUMO pilot chip 
Anti-GST image showing 82 SUMO substrates and conjugation enzymes printed in 
duplicate.   
 
Because many targets are SUMOylated in vitro with E1/E2, we intended to use the high 
concentrations of E1 and E2 as a positive control for baseline SUMOylation. To achieve 
this, we titrated the E1 and E2 enzymes with the standard solution-based concentrations 
as our “1X” condition [1]. Concentrations ranging from 5X to 0.001X E1 and E2 showed 
a dynamic range of SUMOylation on our pilot array. Subsequent batches of purified E1 
and E2 yielded different activity and thus slightly different amounts of enzymes to 
achieve the same results in our assays. Irrespective of the activity of the enzymes, a 50 
fold difference in concentrations of E1 and E2 mixture was found to be optimal for high 
and low E1 and E2 controls. At the 1X condition well characterized substrates and 
SUMO enzymes like RanGAP1, NME1, RanBP2 and Uba2 are modified by SUMO1. At 
5X additional targets such as BLM, H3, H4, H2B, and RUVBL2 appear. At the highest 
concentration, 10X, AKT, PCNA, SENP2, MGMT become modified (Figure 3-4). At the 
lowest concentration, 0.001X E1/E2 RanGAP1 is no longer modified. A common 
concern with protein microarray assays is whether the amount of protein printed on the 
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chip correlates with the targets modification (not shown).  We performed a regression 
analysis comparing the abundance of the protein printed on the chip, using anti-GST 
signal as a proxy, to the amount of SUMOylation at 10X with anti-SUMO antibody. The 
resulting R
2
 value is 0.3827 indicating there is no relationship between the amount of 
protein printed and the SUMOylation of a target. This provided confidence that our assay 
is sensitive and specific. 
 
Figure 3-4. E1 and E2 Enzyme titration on pilot chip  
The pilot chip was incubated with increasing concentrations of E1 and E2 enzymes to 
determine the appropriate concentration for high and low concentration controls for the 
human proteome global screening assays. At 1X only Uba2 and RanGAP1 are 
SUMOylated, at 5X RUVBL2, SUMO4, H2B, H3, H4 become modified, at 10X many 
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additional targets are modified including SAE1, NAP1L1, GTF2IRD2, p53, PCNA, and 
ANXA11.  
 
Antibody based detection of SUMOylation results in high background on the glass 
surface. Directly labeling SUMO with either Alexa555 or 647 allows for detection of 
directly labeled substrates, eliminates the need for numerous antibody amplification 
steps, reduces the duration of the experiment, and dramatically improves the 
foreground/background signal which boosts the quality of our analysis. Alexa-555 
labeled SUMO, gave the better fluorescent signal than Alexa-647, thus we employed 
Alexa-555 SUMO for all future chip-based experiments.  
Purification of Active E3 ligases 
At the outset of this study, 11 proteins had been reported to show SUMO E3 ligase 
activity: PIAS1-4, RanBP2, TOPORS, Pc2, MUL1, Rhes, HSP27, MMS21 [15-19]. The 
quality of the evidence and the number of reported substrates varied. In an attempt to 
carry out the most comprehensive study possible, we purified all of the reported E3s from 
bacteria. In addition to wild type E3 ligases, we purified a mutant form of PIAS3 with 
two point mutations in the RING domain. Using a rabbit reticulocyte in vitro 
transcription and translation system, we expressed the reported substrates of the E3s with 
[
35
S] labeling. To determine if the proteins showed true E3 ligase activity against the 
substrate we carried about the gold standard in vitro assay as described in Rogers et al 
2003 [1]. We were able to confirm E3 ligase activity for all of the PIAS proteins, 
RanBP2, and TOPORS. For those whose activity was not confirmed, numerous attempts 
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at purification and activity testing were made. The PIAS3ΔSUMO RING domain mutant 
was deficient at modifying the WT PIAS3 target NR2E3 (Figure 3-5).  
 
 




S] methionine-labeled NR2E3 was transcribed and translated in rabbit reticuloctye 
lysate. The substrate NR2E3 was SUMO modified under limiting concentrations of E1 
and E2. PIAS 3and PIAS3 RING mutant were added to assay E3 ligase activity and 
specificity. PIAS3, but not PIAS3 RING mutant, specifically enhanced modification of 
NR23E. 
 
E3 Ligase Substrate Discovery on Pilot Array 
Next, the E3 ligases that passed the solution based activity test were applied to the pilot 
chip in a reaction mixture containing low concentrations of E1 and E2. On the pilot chip, 
the low concentration of E1 and E2 SUMOylated only few a targets including Uba2, 
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RanGAP1, PIAS1, RanBP2, and Bcl-2. By increasing the concentration of E1 and E2 50-
fold, several more targets were SUMO modified: BLM, GFT2IRD2, SUMO1, SUMO2, 
PPID, H3, and PTEN. With the addition of each E3 ligase additional targets were 
SUMOylated. In many cases the E3 ligases were able to recuse the SUMOylation of 
substrates that were modified with high concentrations of E1 and E2 enzymes. Of 
particular interest are the targets that were not modified by high concentrations of E1 and 
E2 but were efficiently SUMOylated with the presence of an E3 ligase. These substrates 
are what we consider E3 ligase dependent SUMOylation substrates (e.g AKT1 and 
SMAD4) (Figure 3-6). 
  
Figure 3-6. E3 ligase SUMOylation activity and specificity on pilot array 
Substrate proteins were spotted on the array in quadruplet. In parallel assays, 
SUMOylation of these targets was assayed by incubation with high concentrations of E1 
and E2 and low (limiting) concentrations of E1 and E2. E3 ligases were added to the low 
concentration E1 and E2 mixture to determine ligase activity and specificity. PIAS4 and 
RanBP2 activity is pictured. E3 ligases were able to rescue SUMOylation of targets 
modified under high E1 and E2 conditions as well as modified E3-dependent targets that 






E3 Ligase Substrate Discovery utilizing Human Proteome Microarray 
E3 ligases with robust, reproducible activity are essential for pursuing an in vitro global 
SUMO substrate screen. Based on the results from the pilot chip this assay has the power 
to identify the E3 ligase-dependent SUMO substrates for PIAS1-4, RanBP2, and 
TOPORS. We will have the ability to readily distinguish unique substrates from shared, 
those preferentially modified by SUMO1 or SUMO2, and the overall SUMO paralog 
preference of each E3 ligase. The substrate specificity of each E3 ligase will finally be 
queried in a comprehensive systematic manner.  
The Human Proteome Microarray, developed in our lab contains over 17,000 human 
proteins. The ORFs in this collection are derived from the Invitrogen Ultimate ORF 
collection. The inserts from ORF collection entry clones were shuttled into pEGHA yeast 
expression vector using LR Clonase recombination. Successful subcloning was verified 
by restriction digest. The plasmids were then transformed into Y258 yeast cells for 
subsequent expression and purification. The proteins were purified as GST fusions and 
printed onto the Fullmoon glass surface (Figure 1-2). The relative abundance, spot 
morphology, and overall quality of the array was monitored by anti-GST antibody 
followed by a Cy3-secondary antibody. The signal intensity of each spot was analyzed 
with GenePix Pro software (Figure 1-2).  
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Using recombinant purified E1, E2, E3 enzymes, and Cy3-labeled SUMO, we set up a 
systematic global E3 ligase substrate screen using the Human Proteome chip. Chips 
incubated with high concentrations of E1 and E2, and SUMO1 or SUMO2, were used as 
a positive control for SUMOylation. To compare the activities of the six active E3 
ligases, low concentrations of E1 and E2, and SUMO1 or SUMO2, were spiked with 
each E3 ligase. In a parallel reaction, E3s were omitted as a control for ligase activity. 
Chips incubated with reaction buffer and SUMO1 or SUMO2 served as negative 
controls.  Including all experimental permutations, a total of 18 reactions conditions were 
carried out. All reactions were performed in triplicate to ensure a high quality, 
reproducible dataset. The Human Proteome chips were blocked overnight at 4°C, the 
appropriate reaction mixture was added to the surface of the chip for 90 minutes at 37°C. 
Following the reaction, the chips were washed under denaturing conditions to remove 
residual enzymes as well as SUMO that was not covalently incorporated during the 
reaction (Figure 3-8). Again GenePix Pro 6.0 was used to scan and analyze the signal 
intensity of the spots. All experiments, with the exception of PIAS2/SUMO2 were 
successful. The signal produced by the PIAS2/SUMO2 assays, in two of three attempts, 
resulted in a fully saturated image that was uninterpretable by eye and could not be 





Figure 3-7. Study design and assay schematic  
Protein microarrays were blocked overnight in 2% BSA, then incubated with low 
concentrations of E1 and E2, plus PIAS1-4, RanBP2, TOPORS, high concentrations of 
E1 and E2, and no enzyme controls. Assays were performed with alexa-555 SUMO1 and 
SUMO2. Following the reaction chips were scanned and analyzed with the GenePix Pro 
system. 
 
3.2. Analysis of Raw Data 
The images were analyzed with GenePix Pro software. The foreground to background 
intensities (S=F/B) was used to generate a score for each spot.  Given that the majority of 
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the proteins on the array are not substrates, the distribution of the scores resembles a 
normal distribution centered around the value of 1. Standard deviation of 5 was assigned 
as the stringent cut-off value. Spots are printed on the chip in the duplicate, and the 
experiments were performed in triplicate. If a duplicate spot, showed signal intensity 
greater than SD5 and was reproduced on 2 of the 3 chips, it is considered a positive hit in 
our dataset. Because the data analysis criteria requires that a spot is reproduced in at least 
2 of 3 experiments, by definition the PIAS2/SUMO2 assay did not result in any positive 
hits. No spots were scored as positive in the negative control and only two proteins 
appeared in the low concentration E1 and E2 control, SAE2 and RanGAP1. This is not 
surprising as RanGAP1 remains the most efficiently SUMO modified protein in human 
cells. Furthermore, SAE2 is one protein in the E1 heterodimer that covalently attaches to 
SUMO. This indicates that any signal present in the reactions with an E3 is attributable to 
the ligase activity of the protein. 
3.3. Results of Global SUMOylation Data Analysis 
The Human Proteome chip contains over 17,000 unique proteins that served as potential 
SUMO substrates in our assays. The high concentration of E1 and E2 resulted in 2346 
hits with SUMO1 and 1933 hits with SUMO2, indicating about 13% of proteins on our 
chip have the potential to be SUMOylated in vitro. The addition of PIAS1 to the low 
concentration of E1 and E2 showed strong activity as 767 proteins were SUMOylated 
with SUMO1 and 853 proteins with SUMO2. As mentioned above the PIAS2/SUMO2 
assays were not included in our final data set due to experimental challenges, however, 
PIAS2 with SUMO1 SUMOylated 329 proteins. In parallel assays, PIAS3 SUMOylated 
only 70 proteins with SUMO1, yet modified 1092 with SUMO2. Similarly, PIAS4 only 
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SUMOylated 3 proteins with SUMO1 while 249 were hit with SUMO2. The IR fragment 
of RanBP2 SUMOylated 181 proteins with SUMO1 and 99 with SUMO2. Finally, 
TOPORS stimulated SUMOylation of 197 proteins with SUMO1 and 73 with SUMO2 
(Table 3-1). Initial observations indicate E3 ligases do show preference for one SUMO 
isoform over another (e.g. PIAS3, PIAS4, TOPORS). The number of proteins modified 
per assay spans a large range from only three proteins modified by PIAS4 SUMO1 up to 
1092 modified with PIAS3 SUMO2.  
By subtracting the hits in the high concentration E1 and E2 experiment from the E3 
ligase assays, we can reveal the E3 ligase-specific or -dependent targets. These targets 
could not be identified in vitro without the experimental design used in our assays. It 
would also be difficult to assign an E3 ligase for the same substrates if they were 
recovered from mass spectrometry pulldown experiments.  Again, there is a large range 
of specific hits for the E3 ligases in our assays. PIAS3 SUMO2 revealed 478 unique 
targets whereas TOPORS SUMO2 only modified two proteins specifically (Table 3-1). 
This is the first time that E3 ligase specific substrates have been identified in a systematic 
manner. We looked for the SUMOylation consensus motif in the subsets of proteins 
described above and discovered a low occurrence of consensus lysines in our substrates. 
This is expected for E3 ligase specific SUMOylation although the abundance of the motif 
is significantly lower than in the SUMO-2 heat shock study described in the introduction 
(Table 3-1) [11]. 
The level of redundancy among the substrates of SUMO E3 ligases has been consistently 
been asked in the literature however, the answer has been elusive until now. In our 
dataset there is some degree of overlap among the substrates of virtually all of the 
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pairwise E3 ligase comparisons. For example, PIAS4 SUMO2 and PIAS2 SUMO1 share 
45.2% of their substrates, PIAS1 SUMO1 and PIAS2 SUMO1 share 13.4% of their 
substrates, and RanBP2 SUMO2 and PIAS3 SUMO2 share only 3.7 % of their substrates. 
These numbers suggest that while there is redundancy there is also a great deal of 
specificity for SUMOylation of substrates.  Over 1000 of the substrates recovered in our 
assays only occurred in one unique enzymatic reaction out of the fourteen that were 
carried out. To visually capture the substrate specificity in the SUMOylation network, a 
figure was generated where the nodes representing the SUMO substrate proteins are 
connected to the E3 ligases that they are modified by (Figure 3-8). With this analysis one 




Table 3-1. Summary of Global E3 ligase SUMOylation utilizing the Human 
Proteome microarray 
 






High E1/E2 S1 2346 --- 194 240 1286 81 80 
High E1/E2 S2 1933 --- 162 205 1073 72 62 
PIAS1 SUMO1 767 184 62 105 445 32 39 
PIAS1 SUMO2 853 366 74 99 478 34 43 
PIAS2 SUMO1 329 48 37 44 224 12 15 
PIAS3 SUMO1 70 0 2 9 47 4 4 
PIAS3 SUMO2 1092 470 96 136 601 32 55 
PIAS4 SUMO1 3 0 0 1 3 0 0 
PIAS4 SUMO2 249 26 38 37 181 10 11 
RANBP2 
SUMO1 
181 33 8 17 116 7 2 
RANBP2 
SUMO2 
99 7 4 7 51 4 1 
TOPORS 
SUMO1 
197 46 13 15 111 6 10 
TOPORS 
SUMO2 





Figure 3-8. E3 ligase SUMOylation substrate specificity network 
A network showing the connections between each E3 ligase/SUMO paralog pairing and 
the modified substrates was generated using Cytoscape. The colored edges depict the 
connection to upstream E3 ligase. Many substrates are connected to more than more one 
E3 ligase/SUMO pairing, thus revealing the overlap and redundancy between E3 ligases. 
 
 As seen in Figure 3-8, each substrate displays its own unique profile of E3 ligase 
activity. Some substrates cluster together because they are modified by a similar set of E3 
ligases while others lie far apart because of their divergent E3 ligase profiles. By 
computing a score to represent the degree of similarity between each substrate to all 
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others, a sophisticated, multidimensional cluster analysis was generated revealing the 
substrates that share the most similar and dissimilar E3 ligase profiles (Figure 3-9). 
 
  
Figure 3-9. Emap clustering of E3 ligase substrates based on similarity of E3 ligase 
profiles  
Multidimensional cluster analysis was performed for each substrate based on the E3 
ligase specificity profiles. Target proteins that cluster together are closely connected 
based on the E3 ligases that target them. 
 
To extract the biologically relevant information from our data set, we performed gene 
ontology analysis (GO) for enrichment in biological processes and molecular functions, 
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to provide deeper insight into the functions SUMOylation may serve to regulate. GO 
analysis was run on the collection of all SUMO substrates, as well as the individual 
substrate sets for each E3 ligase SUMO pairing. The full set of proteins printed on the 
chip served as the background for statistical analysis. Several of the significant categories 
returned were those that SUMO has been determined to play a role in such as response to 
stress, DNA damage, DNA recombination, protein localization, and protein transport. Of 
note, many of the significant molecular function terms were related to enzymatic function 
e.g. kinase activity, MAP kinase activity, GTP binding, transferase activity, hydrolase 
activity (Figure 3-10). Presently SUMOylation is not known to regulate families of 
enzymes thus we were particularly interested in the role of SUMOylation in kinase 
activity. In the collective data set, 129 proteins were annotated under the molecular 
function kinase activity, with a p value of 3.8E-04. Substrates modified by PIAS1 with 
SUMO1 and SUMO2, RanBP2 SUMO1, and TOPORS with SUMO1 and SUMO2 were 
also significantly enriched for kinase activity. Furthermore, MAP kinase activity was also 




Figure 3-10. Gene Ontology analysis of significant biological processes and 
molecular functions 
Overrepresented biological process and molecular function GO categories were 
identified. The composite dataset and each E3 ligase/SUMO pairing were analyzed 
separately. 
 
Phosphorylation is also a GO enriched biological process within SUMOylation targets, 
pointing to potential interplay between the two PTMs on a systems level. Our lab has also 
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pursued extensive kinome studies in which the substrates of each kinase were identified 
using protein microarrays [20]. Combining the kinase substrate relationship (KSR) 
dataset with the SUMOylation data, there are over 1200 mutual substrates of the two 
PTMs. Examples of crosstalk between phosphorylation and SUMOylation have been 
described and we would like to explore this phenomenon on a systems level using protein 
microarray technology. Briefly, pathway enrichment analysis was performed using large 
curated databases such as KEGG, Biocarta, and Reactome as sources. Wnt signaling, cell 
cycle checkpoints, and the proteasome were among the significantly enriched pathways.  
As kinases are a well characterized and extremely important, diverse family of proteins, 
we were interested to see if SUMOylation was enriched among kinase subfamilies.  We 
constructed a phylogenetic tree consisting of the kinases printed on the Human Proteome 
chip and calculated the significance of the enrichment of SUMOylation of the kinases in 
each of the seven major groups (Figure 3-11). Though kinases in all groups were targets 
of SUMOylation in our screen, the CMGC group showed the strongest enrichment with 
19 of 49 members (p-value 4.62E-08). The MAP kinase family is included within the 
CMGC family which provides an additional layer of confidence for the likely biological 




Figure 3-11. Phylogenetic kinase tree overlaid with SUMOylation enrichment 
The amino acid sequences of kinase domain of all human kinase proteins have been 
annotated by Manning et al with Hidden Markov Model [21]. We collected these 
sequences from kinase.com and built the phylogenetic tree by Mega 5 [22]. We marked 
different kinase family by distinct color shadow and marked the SUMOylated kinases 
with a red circle. The enrichment analysis by cumulative hypergeometric method 
indicated that SUMOylation kinases are very significantly enriched in CMGC family (p-
value  4.64E-8). 
 
To establish further connections with SUMOylation and kinase function we used a 
protein-protein interaction (PPI) database and KSR information to generate an interaction 
and directional phosphorylation web of kinases that are SUMOylated in our dataset 
(Figure 3-12). This type of integrative analysis may reveal kinases that are regulated by 
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SUMOylation or those that are interaction hubs. ERK2 showed the most edges for both 
PPIs and KSRs totaling 14.   
 
Figure 3-12. Kinase SUMOylation substrates in PPI and KSR network 
Protein-protein interaction analysis was performed on the subset of kinases identified as 
SUMO substrates in our array-based assays (orange edges). Kinase substrate 





3.4. Validation of MAP kinases as targets of SUMOylation 
To investigate the fidelity of the Human Proteome microarray SUMOyatlion reactions we 
selected several SUMO substrates for validation in HeLa cells. Based on GO analysis and 
phylogenetic enrichment the MAP kinase family appears heavily implicated in 
SUMOylation. We intended to validate E3 ligase specificity for the substrates 
MAPK3/ERK1, MAPK10/JNK3, MAPK11/P38β, MAPK12/P38γ, and MAPK14/P38α. 
The MAP kinase family is an ideal validation set due the varied E3 ligase profiles for the 
substrates (Figure 3-13). Because all six E3s show activity with at least one kinase yet 
each substrate’s E3 ligase profile is unique, well will be able to address accuracy of our 
assays for individual substrates and the kinase family. 
  
Figure 3-13. E3 ligase substrate specificity in the MAP kinase family 
Images from each SUMOylation experiment on the Human Proteome chip were 





Candidate kinase substrates were subcloned into a V5 mammalian expression vector and 
co-transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO, plus and minus the appropriate E3 ligase. 
SUMOylation status was assessed by V5 immunoprecipitation followed by western 
blotting for MYC-tagged SUMO. PIAS directed SUMOylation was examined with the 
following pairings: JNK3 modified by PIAS1 with SUMO1 and SUMO2, P38α modified 
by PIAS2 with SUMO1 and SUMO2, and ERK1 modified by PIAS3 with SUMO1 and 
SUMO2. Modification of ARAF kinase by PIAS1 was also examined in our validation 
studies. ARAF is a member of the MAP kinase family however it is a MAPKKK, two 
tiers above the MAPKs. All of the MAPK validation experiments returned positive 
results that confirmed the data collected in the protein microarray assays (Figure 3-14). 
To evaluate true E3 ligase specificity, P38β was co-transfected with PIAS1-4 and 








Figure 3-14. PIAS directed SUMOylation of the MAP kinase family 
Human protein array E3 ligase specificity is reproduced in HeLa cell-based validation 
studies with several MAP kinase candidate substrates. HeLa cells were transfected with 
V5-tagged constructs of JNK3, ARAF, P38, ERK1, along with MYC-SUMO1 or 
SUMO2, and FLAG-tagged E3 ligases as indicated. V5-tagged MAP kinases were 
immunoprecipitated and SUMOylation was assessed by immunoblotting with an anti-
MYC antibody. 
These results also confirmed our chip data with only minor variations. In vitro evidence 
showed P38β can be modified by SUMO1 with E1 and E2 alone, which was upheld in 
the cell based assays. The protein microarray assays with PIAS2 and SUMO2 was not 
included in our screen thus we did not have a prediction for the cell based validation 
assays. In HeLa cells PIAS2 modified P38β with both SUMO1 and SUMO2, though 
stronger modification was observed with SUMO1. In vitro PIAS4 modified P38β with 
both SUMO1 and SUMO2 although only modification with SUMO1 was detected in 
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HeLa cells (Figure 3-15). The activity of SENPs cannot be predicted based on our in vitro 
experiments and thus we cannot rule the possibility that there is differential protease 
activity for each SUMO isoform. The opposing and activity of E3 ligases and SENPs 
may result in different outcomes in cell-based assays versus in vitro protein microarray 
assays. 
 
Figure 3-15. E3 ligase specificity for MAPK11/P38β 
MAPK11/ P38β E3 ligase SUMOylation specificity is reproduced in HeLa cell-based 
validation using PIAS1-4 and TOPORS. 
 
Discussion 
The majority of systematic SUMOylation studies employ affinity pull downs coupled to 
mass spectrometry. This is an ideal method to identify substrates and attachment sites at a 
specific biological time point, however such studies are clearly lacking information 
indicating how and why the modifications occurred. Although previous studies have 
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identified large numbers of SUMOylated proteins, only a small number of substrates 
have been linked to ligases. Using recombinant E3 ligases in conjunction with the 
richness of the Human Proteome microarray our assays have the power to reveal a global 
SUMO substrate network and enriched downstream processes it may regulate. Our study 
yielded a comprehensive data set that integrates both E3 ligase and SUMO paralog 
specificity, enabling us to define the role of E3 ligases in substrate selection and SUMO 
paralog preference at a proteomics level.  
While much of the evidence for E3 activity seems merely anecdotal many scientists in the 
field have used hypothetical E3 function to explain how specificity is coordinated in the 
SUMO system. Here, we were able to generate data to explain the numerous roles E3 
ligases play in regulating SUMO substrate selection. The assay design creates a 
straightforward method for revealing the substrates that are shared or redundant 
(modified in more than one condition), the E3 ligase specific substrates (only modified in 
the presence of one E3), and those that do not show E3 specificity (only modified by high 
E1 and E2). We successfully assigned thousands of SUMO substrates to E3s and 
developed high-confidence, detailed substrate profiles for each ligase. Even on the 
surface, we can note vivid distinctions in the E3 ligase properties. Perhaps the most 
obvious is great variation in the number of substrates that E3s modified. A unifying 
feature is that they all modify a subset of substrates specifically. Surprisingly, PIAS3, 
PIAS4, and TOPORS demonstrated dramatic SUMO isoform preference for conjugation. 
This also gave us confidence that our assay was not biased towards SUMO1 or SUMO2. 
The SUMO isoforms have been shown to have roles in different biological processes and 
thus we expected that the global level of redundancy would be moderate. In most cases 
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the percent of substrates modified by SUMO1 and SUMO2 for a particular E3 ligase was 
below 10%. It has long been speculated that E3 ligases are responsible for directing 
SUMOylation specificity two-fold: by selecting the substrate and discriminating between 
SUMO paralogs in conjugation. We observed that substrates which were only modified 
by one SUMO paralog in the high E1 and E2 condition were modified by SUMO1 and 
SUMO2 in the reactions with an E3 ligase. For example, IKBKB, is only modified by 
SUMO2 under high E1 and E2 reaction conditions whereas PIAS1 and PIAS3 are able to 
stimulate SUMOylation with SUMO1 and PIAS1 and TOPOR2 cause SUMOylation with 
SUMO2. In a separate case, the substrate RNF5 is only targeted by SUMO1 under high 
E1 and E2 conditions while it can be modified by SUMO2 in the presence of PIAS1 and 
PIAS3. E3 ligases have the ability to mediate differential conjugation of the SUMO 
isoforms for hundreds of proteins in our screen.  
MAP kinase validation studies in HeLa cells demonstrated the validity of the E3 ligase 
substrate specificity on the human proteome array as it was reproduced in cells. We are 
not surprised that SUMO paralog specificity was not consistently upheld from in vitro to 
cell based assay because paralog preference specificity cannot be faithfully reproduced in 
vitro due to many confounding factors such as SENPs [2].  
 Because we do not know the sites of attachment for our SUMO substrates we can only 
make correlative connections to SUMO consensus motif conjugation. Between 2.8-15.26 
percent of proteins recovered in our assays contained the ΨKX(D/E) motif. This is 
significantly lower than the predictions in an earlier large scale study where 74.3 percent 
(564 of 759) of targets contained the motif [10]. There are major differences between our 
study design and those previously published, which may explain the drastic differences. 
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E3 ligases are often said to direct SUMOylation of non-consensus site lysines which is in 
accordance with the low abundance of motifs. Our study identified more than three times 
the number of hits as the Golebiowski and can thus shift the percentage of predicted sites 
because the sample size is so much greater. Additionally, their study was executed with a 
SILAC/mass spectrometry and exclusively focused on SUMO2 targets. Overall our study 
suggests that E3 ligases largely direct non-consensus lysine SUMOylation. 
E3 ligases coordinate modification of specific substrates likely for explicit biological 
purposes. Our gene ontology analysis revealed enrichment in many novel biological 
processes and molecular functions for E3 ligase directed SUMOylation. Processes such 
as small GTPase signaling, phosphorylation, ligase activity, Wnt receptor signaling, and 
protein folding are new and exciting areas for SUMOylation function. The molecular 
function analysis uncovered enriched categories related to ATP binding, catalytic 
activity, kinase activity, and transferase activity. In combination with the gene ontology 
results from other SUMO proteomics studies we are now building an extensive global 
function map of processes where SUMOylation is enriched.  This marks the first E3 
ligase directed SUMOylation study where substrate specificity is globally analyzed for 
discrete functions. It cannot be ignored that our in vitro studies cannot provide context for 
the function of SUMOylation. Candidates must be selected for in depth characterization 
to confirm the relationship between SUMOylation of substrates in enriched GO 
categories. We have been able to validate several SUMO substrates in phosphorylation 
and MAP kinase activity categories in cell based overexpression systems with a 100 
percent success rate (6 of 6). Protein microarray based ubiquitylation screens from our 
lab also yielded successful validation rates [13]. We speculate that is due to the inherent 
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reduction of false positives because three enzymes are required function together in a 
cascade to achieve modification, thereby increasing the fidelity of the reaction.  The low 
levels of E1 and E2 in our assays are insufficient to modify proteins on the proteome 
array and depend on the E3 activity for robust modification. We suspect the mechanism 
of this reaction and the design of our assay reduces the potential promiscuity of the 
enzymes. The E3 ligase specificity was confirmed in cell based assays with minor 
variations in the efficiency of SUMO paralog attachment or discrimination. Validation of 
SUMO modification in cells is merely the first step in evaluating function of 
SUMOylation for a substrate. Ideally, lysine attachment site(s) would be identified with 
SUMO site prediction programs or tandem mass spectrometry. Lysine to arginine 
mutants serve to delineate the function of the SUMO modified versus unmodified forms 
of the kinase to understand the physiological importance of the modification.  
The enriched phosphorylation and kinase activity categories from the gene ontology 
analysis suggest possible systems level connections between phosphorylation and 
SUMOylation. Individual studies of several substrates suggest crosstalk between 
SUMOylation and phosphorylation may co-regulate protein function. This phenomenon 
is further supported by a large scale study of SUMO-regulated phosphorylation wherein 
the authors report that expression of SUMO2/3 in HEK293 cells stimulates an increase in 
global tyrosine phosphorylation [23]. They identified several proteins with enhanced 
phosphorylation and linked them together as substrates of one kinase, CAMKII, which 
upon SUMOylation experiences increased activity. Chapter 4 further explores the theme 




Material and Methods 
Protein Purification and Pilot chip fabrication 
SUMO substrate ORFs were expressed a GST fusion proteins in yeast. Cultures (6 ml) 
were grown at 30°C to an optical density at 600 nm of 0.7 to 0.9 and induced with 2% 
galactose for 4 to 6 h. Harvested cells were lysed with glass beads in lysis buffer (100 
mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 mM 
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 0.1% Triton X-100 plus protease inhibitor 
cocktail (Roche). GST fusion proteins were bound to glutathione beads (GE Healthcare) 
for 1 h at 4°C and washed three times with wash buffer I (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 
mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.5 mM 
PMSF) and three times with wash buffer II (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 
mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.5 mM PMSF) and eluted by 
glutathione competition  elution buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 10 
mM MgCl2, 40 mM glutathione, and 30% glycerol). The eluate was collected through a 
filter unit and stored in a 384-well plate. Sixty-six SUMO substrate proteins were 
successfully purified based on anti-GST antibody probing. The purified substrates along 
with 16 recombinant control proteins, acquired through generous contributions, were 
printed in duplicate on modified glass (Full Moon Biosystems) microscope slides using a 
48-pin contact printer (Bio-Rad) employing four pins. 
Protein Purification 
E3 ligase purification: Full length PIAS1, PIAS3 and PIAS3ΔSUMO were expressed in 
bacterial as GST fusions in the pDEST15 bacterial expression vector. PIASxβ and PIASγ 
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were expressed in bacteria in the pQLink 6XHis plasmid.  Fragments of TOPORS (268-
644) and the RanBP2 IR region were subcloned and expressed in pDEST15. All 
constructs were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified with Glutathione Sepharose 
4B (GE Healthcare) or Nickel NTA agarose (Qiagen).  
Solution-based in vitro E3 ligase SUMOylation assays 
Substrates were produced by in vitro transcription and translation in rabbit reticulocyte 
lysate in the presence of [
35
S] methionine according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
(Promega). 2 ul of translation product was added to a 40 ul reaction. In vitro SUMO 
modification of reported E3 ligase substrates was performed using two individual assay 
conditions similar to that described in Rogers et al 2003. Assays performed using high 
concentrations of SAE1/UBA2 (E1) and Ubc9 (E2) contained 200 nM E1 enzyme, 600 
nM E2 enzyme, 1.0 uM SUMO1 or SUMO2, 1 mM ATP, 20 units/ml creatine 
phosphokinase, 5 mM phosphocreatine, 0.6 mg/ml inorganic pyrophosphatase, 20 mM 
KEPES-KOH, pH 7.3, 110 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, and 1 mM 
dithiothreitol. Assays performed using low concentrations of E1 and E2 contained 35 nM 
E1 and 14 nM E2. E3s were supplemented at 5-20 nM. The reactions were incubated at 
37°C for 1 hour then quenched by addition of SDS-PAGE sample buffer and analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.  
Protein Microarray SUMOylation 
Protein chips were incubated overnight in blocking buffer containing 0.2% bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) and 0.05% Tween-20 at 4°C. SUMOylation on the protein chips was 
performed under two assays conditions. Assays performed using high concentrations of 
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SAE1/UBA2 (E1) and Ubc9 (E2) contained 2.3 uM E1, 6.25 uM E2, 0.7 uM mature 
SUMO-Alexa555, 5 mM ATP in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl2, 
0.1 mM dithiothreitol. E3 ligases SUMOylation assays performed using limiting 
concentrations of E1 and E2 contained 45 nM E1, 125 nM E2, 0.7 uM mature SUMO-
Alexa555, 5-20 nM E3 enzyme, 5 mM ATP in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 
10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol. Assays carried out for each E3 ligase enzyme were 
performed in triplicate on the same day. The arrays were incubated with approximately 
200 ul of the reaction mixture and covered with LifterSlips (Thermo Scientific) then 
incubated in a humidity chamber for 90 minutes at 37°C. Arrays were subjected to three 
10 minute washes with TBST wash buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 3 mM KCl, 150 
mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20), three 10 minute washes with 1% SDS solution shaking at 
55°C, rinsed briefly with doubly distilled water and spun dry. Control slides were 
incubated in parallel with SUMO reaction mixture without enzymes.  
Protein Microarray data acquisition and Bioinformatic Analysis of E3 ligase 
Substrates 
Protein Microarray Data Analysis 
To identify positive hits for each chip first bad spots were removed, such as spots in 
stained region or spiked with Coefficient of Variation (CV) >1.5. A background 
correction was applied defined as the Signal Intensity (SI) of each spot as the odds ratio 
of the foreground median divided by the background median. If a spot does not have 
signal, its foreground median and background median will be close, thus its SI will be 
around one. To normalize the signal we suppose the real reaction/signal are rare and 
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almost evenly dispersed in each block, thus we force each block on a chip to have a 
median SI of one. To be considered a positive hit, the duplicate spots of each gene must 
both have signal intensities (Foreground/Background ratio) five standard deviations 
above the mean. Additionally, positive hits from the triplicates of each enzymatic 
reaction must be identified by at least two of the three replicates. Positive hits also 
identified by Negative Control (NC) chips were removed. The names of all genes were 
checked and non-official gene name were replaced by official gene symbol name. 
Prediction of SUMOylation consensus motif 
We collected the known sites from small-scale in vivo or in vitro experiments and used 
them as foreground dataset [1, 2, 8]. For the known sites shorter than 15 amino acids, we 
mapped them back to the corresponding protein amino acid sequences and extracted the 
15 mers centered on the functional sites. We randomly extracted 100,000 15 mers from 
the human proteome and took them as background dataset. We then used our M3 
algorithm to predict the functional sites on all substrate proteins of each condition [20]. 
SUMOylation Substrate Network 
We used Cytoscape to create the SUMOylation substrate network. The E3 ligase/SUMO 
pairing and substrates are represented by large filled circles and corresponding small 
filled circles, respectively. The E3 ligase and ligase-specific substrates are marked by 
same ligase/SUMO-specific color with substrates circled around the E3 ligase. For 
example, PIAS3/SUMO2 and its specific substrates are marked by blue. The shared 
substrates are marked by gray color and connected to corresponding case by case-specific 
color lines. For example, the substrate sets shared by PIAS3/SUMO2 and PIAS1/SUMO1 
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are connected to PIAS3/SUMO2 by green colored lines, and connected to 
PIAS1/SUMO1 by gold colored lines.  
Phylogenetic kinase tree overlaid with SUMOylation enrichment 
The amino acid sequences of kinase domain of all human kinase proteins have been 
annotated by Manning et al with Hidden Markov Model [21]. We collected these 
sequences from kinase.com and built the phylogenetic tree by Mega 5 [22]. We marked 
different kinase family by distinct color shadow and marked the SUMOylated kinases 
with a red circle.  
Kinase protein-protein and KSR interaction network 
71 of the 2150 SUMOylation substrates (not including the substrates of high 
concentration E1 and E2) are kinases. To analyze the relationship of these 71 
SUMOylation kinases, we built their functional relationship network. In this network, 
two kinases are connected by an un-directed orange line if there is protein-protein 
interaction (PPI) between them. Two kinases are connected by a directed green line with 
arrow pointing to the substrate if there is phosphorylation relationship between them. The 
kinases that do not have phosphorylation or PPI relationships are represented by orphan 
node. 
Validation of candidate substrates in HeLa cells 
Candidate substrates were subcloned into the PCAGIG-V5 mammalian expression 
vector, SUMO1 and SUMO2 were subcloned into PCAGIG-MYC mammalian 
expression vector, and E3 ligases were subcloned into PSG5-FLAG mammalian 
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expression vector. V5-substrate and MYC-SUMO were transfected together with and 
without FLAG-E3 ligases constructs with Fugene 6 transfection reagent (Promega) into 
HeLa cells seeded at 2E10
5
 cells per well. After 48 hours, the cells were washed with 
phosphate buffered saline and lysed in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM 
NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol, 1% Triton-X-100) containing 0.5 mM PMSF, 
Roche Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, 20mM N-ethylmaleimide and 1% SDS, to inhibit 
deSUMOylation and dissociate non-covalent protein complexes. After initial lysis in 1% 
SDS, the lysate was diluted to achieve a 0.2% SDS concentration to accommodate 
immunoprecipitation. The lysate was incubated with anti-V5- agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) 
for two hours to immunoprecipiate the substrate. The beads were washed three times with 
RIPA buffer containing 0.1% SDS then incubated with 2X LDS sample buffer containing 
β-mercaptoethanol then heated at 100°C for 10 minutes. Samples were resolved in 
parallel on 4-12% NuPage Bis-Tris gels (Life Technologies) and subject to western 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF PYK2 SUMOYLATION IN  














Global analysis of SUMO E3 ligase substrates revealed kinase activity is an enriched 
molecular function within the set of SUMO modified proteins identified in our screen. 
Over 100 kinases were recovered as SUMO substrates in our assays which points to a 
global phenomenon of kinase regulation by SUMO modification. The studies presented 
in chapter 4 describe our efforts to validate and characterize SUMO modification of non-
receptor tyrosine kinase, Pyk2. Here, we demonstrate that SUMOylation of Pyk2 is a 
novel PTM that serves to augment intrinsic kinase activity by enhancing 
autophosphorylation. Further biochemical studies reveal SUMOylation of Pyk2 enhances 
its association with putative binding protein Src, even in the absence of 
autophosphorylation. Stimulation of Pyk2 activity by SUMOylation also promotes 
phosphorylation of downstream focal adhesion protein paxillin. These findings led us to 
examine the role of SUMOylation of Pyk2 in cell migration. Our results suggest 
SUMOylation of Pyk2 amplifies its promigratory function in MDA-MB-231 breast 
cancer cells. Our study describes a novel mechanism for Pyk2 activation regulated by 









Protein microarray SUMOylation assays identified kinases as an enriched protein family 
that is potentially regulated by the modification. Several kinases have been verified as 
SUMO targets however, in most cases the modification is not connected to a phenotype. 
Intracellular signaling was also an enriched biological process. Analysis of canonical 
signaling pathways highlighted many that were significantly enriched with mediators that 
are targets of SUMOylation. The MAP kinase pathway and the bioactive peptide induced 
signaling pathway are both heavily decorated by SUMOylation pointing to a role for 
SUMOylation in major signaling cascades (Figure 4-1). As we have already validated 
SUMOylation of many MAP kinases, we desired a kinase further upstream with many 






Figure 4-1. Bioactive peptide induced signaling pathway is enriched for 
SUMOylation substrates.  
GPCR pathways exhibit crosstalk with other signaling pathways including tyrosine 
kinase growth factor receptors and MAP kinase pathways. Transactivation of either 
receptor tyrosine kinases like the EGF receptor or focal adhesion complexes can 
stimulate Ras activation through the adaptor proteins Shc, Grb2 and Sos, and downstream 
MAP kinases activating Erk1 and Erk2. Src kinases may also play an essential 
intermediary role in the activation of Ras and MAP kinase pathways by GPCRs [1]. 
Enriched SUMO substrates highlighted in blue; p-value 0.001637. 
 
 
With this criteria in mind we selected, Pyk2, a member of the focal adhesion kinase 
(FAK) family. This family consists of FAK (Focal Adhesion Kinase) and Pyk2 (also 
known as RAFTK, FAK2, CAK-β, or CADTK). Both FAK and Pyk2 are large, 110-125 
kDa, non-receptor tyrosine kinases that are similar in their domain structure and amino 
acid sequences as they share 48% identity and 65% similarity [2]. FAK and Pyk2 are 
distinct from one another yet they function in many of the same processes, such as 
integrin-mediated signal transduction pathways, and both kinases localize to focal 
adhesion-like structures [3]. Integrin mediated adhesion to the extracellular matrix is 
essential for the regulation of a number of cellular activities including survival, 
proliferation, and migration. By linking the extracellular matrix to the actin cytoskeleton, 
integrins provide mechanical basis for transducing productive force required for cell 
motility. In addition, by sensing the adhesive interaction, biophysical  information  is 
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translated into the initiation of cellular signaling pathways through the formation of the 
focal adhesion complex [4]. Focal adhesions are large multi-protein scaffolds composed 
of effector proteins that mediate signaling inputs (Figure 4-2). Focal adhesions also serve 
as a point of convergence for signaling initiated by growth factors and G-protein coupled 
receptors to integrate information to regulate cell growth and migration. The focal 
adhesion kinases FAK and Pyk2 function as critical mediators for the activation of 
signaling pathways that regulate cell migration, proliferation, and survival [5].  
The discovery of FAK precedes Pyk2 and thus Pyk2 is frequently compared to FAK as 
their similarities and difference are characterized. Pyk2 and FAK execute different roles 
within the same signaling pathways, partially due to unique interaction partners. Further, 
the two kinases possess different tissue specificity profiles. FAK is quite ubiquitously 
expressed whereas Pyk2 is more commonly localized to the endothelium, central nervous 
system, and cells of hematopoietic lineage [6]. As compared to FAK, Pyk2 is only 
weakly activated in response to fibronectin-integrin binding [7]. Furthermore, in the 
context of phosphotyrosine activation, Pyk2 is demonstrated to have greater sensitivity to 
cell depolarization, osmolarity stress, or calcium inonophore than FAK [8-10]. Some of 
these differences may be owing to distinct subcellular localization. FAK is restricted to 
sites of focal contact and while Pyk2 is found at focal contacts but also maintains 





Figure 4-2. Architecture of focal contacts. Adapted from Mitra et al 2005, [6]. 
The extracellular matrix, integrins, and the cell cytoskeleton interact at sites called focal 
contacts. Focal contacts are dynamic groups of structural and regulatory proteins that 
transduce external signals to the cell interior and can also relay intracellular signals to 
generate an activated integrin state at the cell surface. The integrin-binding proteins 
paxillin and talin recruit focal adhesion kinases and vinculin to focal contacts. Protein 
tyrosine kinase Src and the adaptor protein p130Cas associate with focal contacts 
following integrin clustering. Integrin-mediated FAK activation is mediated in part by 
matrix binding or by force-dependent changes in cytoskeletal linkages. Several other 
proteins such as ERK2 and calpain are known to be transiently present at focal contacts 
(not shown). The composition of a focal contact is therefore constantly varying 




The functional domains of Pyk2 include an N-terminal FERM domain, a central catalytic 
domain, a number of proline rich sequences, and the C-terminal focal adhesion targeting 
domain or FAT.  The FAT domain of Pyk2 also interacts with the N-terminus of paxillin 
and the C-terminus of gelsolin and regulates its activity linking Pyk2 to the regulation of 
actin cytoskeleton organization [6] (Figure 4-3). 
 
Figure 4-3. Domains, motifs, and phosphorylation sites in FAK family tyrosine 
kinases FAK and Pyk2. Adapted from Mitra et al 2005, [6]. 
Pyk2 shares a similar domain arrangement with FAK, with 60% sequence identity in the 
central kinase domain, conservation of proline-rich regions (PRRs), and identical 
positions of four tyrosine phosphorylation sites. Pyk2 tyrosines 402, 579, 580 and 881 
correspond to FAK tyrosines 397, 576, 577 and 925, respectively. Phosphorylation of 
Pyk2 Tyr402 and Tyr881 create Src-homology-2 (SH2) binding sites for Src and Grb2, 
respectively. Pyk2 contains a C-terminal focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain that 




Analysis of Pyk2 activation events has shown the importance of phosphorylation at four 
tyrosine residues Tyr402, Tyr 579, Tyr580, and Tyr881 [11]. Autophosphorylation of 
Pyk2 is a trans event and occurs solely at Tyr402 which is the initiating step for 
activation of the additional tyrosine phosphorylation sites [12]. The literature consistently 
states that upon autophosphorylation at Tyr402, Src is recruited through binding to 
phosphorylated Tyr402 via the Src-SH2 domain, which stimulates the activation of Src 
[7, 12]. Activated Src then phosphorylates Pyk2 on Tyr579 and Tyr580 which enhances 
the catalytic activity of Pyk2 [7]. The FAT domain also contains Tyr881 which when 
phosphorylated by Src serves as a binding site for the adaptor protein Grb2, providing the 
linkage to activation of the MAP kinase signaling pathway [5, 13] (Figure 4-4). LPA and 
bradykinin stimulation in PC12 cells triggers Pyk2 autophosphorylation and binding of 
Src, linking G-protein coupled receptors with Grb2 Sos to activate the MAP kinase 
pathway [14]. In the bioactive peptide signaling peptide pathway Pyk2 is shown to be 
calcium sensitive and responsible for activation of P38 and JNK. In this pathway Src, an 
important downstream kinase, is named as an essential intermediate in the activation Ras 
and the MAP kinase pathways by signaling through GPCRs [1]. Pyk2 is shown to 
constitutively interact with known substrates paxillin and p130cas in B cells [15, 16]. 
These two proteins connect Pyk2 to the cytoskeleton indicating a role in cell adhesion 




Figure 4-4. Pyk2 signaling within focal contacts. Adapted from Mitra et al 2005, [6]. 
Integrin activation or growth factor signaling promotes Pyk2 autophosphorylation at 
Ty402, which creates a binding site for the SH2 domain of Src. Src-mediated 
phosphorylation of Pyk2 at Tyr579 and Tyr580 promotes full catalytic activity of Pyk2. 
Active Pyk2–Src facilitates SH3-mediated binding of p130Cas to Pyk2 and its 
subsequent phosphorylation. Crk binding to phosphorylated p130Cas facilitates Rac 
activation, lamellipodia formation and cell migration. Paxillin binding to the Pyk2 focal 
adhesion targeting (FAT) domain is important for Pyk2 focal contact localization. Src-
mediated phosphorylation of Pyk2 at Tyr881 creates an SH2 binding site for the Grb2 
adaptor protein, which leads to the activation of Ras and ERK2 cascade. Within focal 
contacts, Pyk2–Src promotes phosphorylation of paxillin at Tyr118 [6]. 
 
The studies in Chapter 4 describe our efforts to characterize the role of SUMOylation in 
the dynamics of Pyk2 activation and signaling, identify potential crosstalk mechanisms 
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between phosphorylation and SUMOylation, as well as establish a phenotype associated 
with Pyk2 SUMOylation. We have determined that Pyk2 is SUMOylated by SUMO1 and 
SUMO2 by PIAS1 and PIAS4 which confirms the results of our proteome microarray 
screen. We have shown SUMOylation of Pyk2 enhances autophosphorylation at Tyr402. 
Importantly, we our results demonstrates that SUMOylation of Pyk2 stimulates the 
interaction with Src in a phosphorylation independent manner. We have also determined 
SUMOylation of Pyk2 enhances its ability to phosphorylate paxillin. Finally, we 
examined the ability for SUMOylation of Pyk2 to enhance cell migration after wounding 
in metastatic breast cancer cells. 
4.1. Results 
4.1.1. Validation of Pyk2 SUMOylation in HeLa Cells 
The results of the global E3 ligase substrate screen indicated Pyk2 is SUMO modified 
under numerous conditions: high concentration E1 and E2 with SUMO1, PIAS1 





Figure 4-5. Pyk2 SUMOylation on Human Proteome chip 
Pyk2 is SUMO modified under several conditions in the Human Proteome chip E3 ligase 
assays. Raw images from chip-based assays are shown. 
 
To confirm the results from the protein microarray experiment Pyk2 was subcloned into a 
V5 mammalian expression vector and co-transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO, plus and 
minus the appropriate E3 ligase. SUMOylation status was assessed by V5 
immunoprecipitation followed by western blotting for MYC-tagged SUMO. The cell 
based assays confirmed E3 ligase specificity, however, there were differences in paralog 
specificity. We can attribute variation in paralog specificity in the in vitro versus in vivo 
assays to potential differences in localization of pools of SUMO in the cell, the 
involvement of additional proteins either in complex with the substrate or SUMOylation 
machinery, or the activity of the sentrin proteases. In the cell based assays with 
expression of SUMO1 and in the absence of E3 overexpression, Pyk2 can be modified 
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with SUMO1. The addition of PIAS1 showed very strong stimulation with SUMO1 but 
not SUMO2, PIAS2 was virtually inactive, and PIAS4 caused robust SUMOylation with 
SUMO1. Overall, Pyk2 seems to be preferentially modified by SUMO1 (Figure 4-6). 
Ironically, in a paper where FAK was reported to be SUMOylated by PIAS1 with 
SUMO1 at K152, Pyk2 failed to show SUMOylation under the conditions used in their 
assays [18]. 
  
Figure 4-6. Validation of Pyk2 SUMOylation and E3 ligase specificity 
HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding for V5-tagged Pyk2, MYC-tagged 
SUMO1 or SUMO2, along with FLAG-tagged PIAS1, PIAS2, and PIAS4. V5-Pyk2 was 








4.1.2. Mapping SUMOylation Sites in Pyk2  
To generate a tool to assess the function of SUMOylation on Pyk2, we must first identify 
the sites of SUMO attachment to generate a SUMO deficient mutant for comparative 
functional studies. SUMO attaches to lysine residues and thus it is possible to predict 
potential lysine attachment sites, generate arginine mutants, and perform SUMOylation 
assays. Mass spectrometry can also reveal the sites of attachment to the substrate. There 
are serious caveats to consider with both approaches. If the substrate protein contains 
only a few lysines, prediction-directed mutagenesis is a reasonable approach. SUMO site 
prediction programs can be very effective at narrowing down potential lysines for 
mutation, however, this approach may be too cumbersome if the substrate is a large 
protein with dozens of lysine residues. The likelihood of selecting the correct lysine or 
combination of lysines becomes very low and the manual work required may prove 
prohibitive. Mass spectrometry for SUMOylation site mapping also has inherent 
challenges. When a SUMO1 modified protein undergoes tryptic cleavage, the result is the 
substrate fragment covalently attached to a 19 amino acid SUMO1 fragment. Unlike non-
peptide PTMs  (e.g. phosphorylation and acetylation), further fragmentation of this 
product creates multiple overlapping b- and y- fragment ions that are uninterpretable 
using standard peptide sequencing software [19]. Accurate identification of the site(s) 
relies on manual calculations which may be burdensome.  
Pyk2 contains 68 lysine residues throughout the amino acid sequence. At the outset of the 
site mapping effort, we used SUMOsp prediction software to identify high confidence 
lysines for mutation. Lysine 35, 145, and 895 (a consensus site) lysine were mutated to 
create a lysine (K) to arginine (R) mutant with all three candidate lysines mutated in one 
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construct. Transfection of HeLa cells with WT and 3KR Pyk2 plasmids showed reduced 
SUMOylation by SUMO1 on 3KR (Figure 4-7). This indicates that at least one of the 
lysines mutated in the 3KR mutant is a SUMO attachment site but other lysines in the 
protein remain SUMO modified.  
 
Figure 4-7. PIAS1 directed modified 3KR mutant shows impaired SUMOylation 
compared to wild type.  
HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding for V5-tagged Pyk2 or V5-Pyk2 
containing three lysine to arginine mutations (3KR). V5-Pyk2 constructs were co-
transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO1 along with FLAG-tagged PIAS1 as indicated. V5-
Pyk2 was immunoprecipitated and analyzed by western blotting with V5 and MYC 
antibodies. 
 
The decision to discontinue hunting for SUMOylated lysines with SUMOsp forced us to 
pursue mass spectrometry. Because the abundance of the SUMOylated form of the 
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protein is low, we chose to perform a double immunoprecipitation, to enrich for the 
SUMOylated species. Approximately 4E10
7 
HeLa cells were transfected withV5-Pyk2, 
MYC-SUMO1, and FLAG-PIAS1. First, anti-V5 agarose was used to immunoprecipitate 
the total population of Pyk2. This was washed and eluted from the beads with a V5 
peptide, MYC-agarose was used to efficiently pull down the SUMOylated fraction. The 
eluate from this pulldown was precipitated and concentrated. The recovered Pyk2-
SUMO1 sample was separated by SDS-PAGE then silver stained. Four prominent bands 
in the silver stained gel corresponded to the molecular weight of multiply SUMOylated 
Pyk2 (Figure 4-8). These bands were excised, destained, then subjected to tryptic digest 
followed by tandem mass spectrometry. The resulting spectra was analyzed by Mascot 
and SEQUEST, however, both programs failed to identify SUMOylated Pyk2 peptides. 
Rigorous manual calculations were required create interpretable composite mass 
predictions for potential SUMOylated peptides. This analysis revealed lysine 581 as the 
only potentially SUMOylated lysine residue (Figure 4-9). It is interesting to note that the 
tyrosine residues, Tyr579/80, that Src phosphorylates are directly adjacent to this lysine. 
We hypothesized that, if indeed a true attachment site, SUMOylation as K581 site may 









Figure 4-8. Pyk2-SUMO1 immunoprecipitate visualized by silver staining 
V5-Pyk2 coexpressed with MYC-SUMO1 in HeLa cells. Pyk2-SUMO1 was sequentially 
immunoprecipitated first by V5 affinity agarose, eluted, then pulled down with MYC-
agarose. The sample was separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by silver staining. Four 
high molecular weight bands correspond to SUMO-modified forms of Pyk2. 
 




Co-expression of a lysine 581 single mutant with SUMO1 resulted in equivalent 
SUMOylation as WT. The evidence from the 3KR mutant suggested that while, at least 
one K->R mutation reduced SUMOylation, additional sites are still targeted by 
SUMOylation. We elected to introduce a fourth lysine mutation at K581 to the 3KR 
mutant construct. Co-transfection of the 4KR in parallel with 3KR and WT revealed 
dramatically reduced SUMOylation on 4KR Pyk2 (Figure 4-10). We were able to detect 
reduced SUMOylation with the anti-MYC antibody as well as anti-SUMO1 (21C7). This 
result gave us confidence that 4KR Pyk2 would serve as SUMOylation deficient mutant 






Figure 4-10. 4KR Pyk2 mutant exhibits significantly reduced SUMOylation 
compared to wild type 
HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding for V5-tagged Pyk2 or V5-Pyk2 
containing four lysine to arginine mutations (4KR). V5-Pyk2 constructs were co-
transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO1 along with FLAG-tagged PIAS1 as indicated. V5-
Pyk2 was immunoprecipitated and analyzed by western blotting with V5 and MYC 
antibodies. 
 
4.1.3. SUMOylation of Pyk2 enhances autophosphorylation at Tyr402 
In the study that validated SUMOylation of FAK, FAK-SUMO1 was associated with 
higher Tyr397 autophosphorylation signal than non-SUMOylated FAK, however the 
K152R mutant did not show reduced Tyr397 phosphorylation signal [18]. Because 
autophosphorylation of Pyk2 is an essential step in its activation and function, we also 
examined whether it was altered by SUMOylation. We compared the levels of 
autophosphorylation at Tyr402 with a phosphospecific Tyr402 antibody in the following 
conditions: non-SUMOylated Pyk2, SUMOylated Pyk2, and 4KR Pyk2 co-transfected 
with MYC-SUMO1, and FLAG-PIAS1 or PIAS4 (Figure 4-11). WT Pyk2-SUMO1 
showed markedly higher autophosphorylation than non-SUMOylated WT Pyk2. 
Dramatically less pTyr402 signal was detected for 4KR Pyk2 co-transfected with 
SUMO1 than WT Pyk2-SUMO1. Co-expression with PIAS1 and PIAS4 increases the 
level of SUMOylation of WT Pyk2 but decreases the level of pTyr402 signal compared 
to co-expression of SUMO1 without E3 ligases. Autophosphorylation signal was 
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undetectable with co-expression of 4KR Pyk2 and PIAS1 or PIAS4. These results 
demonstrate SUMOylation of Pyk2 increased the phosphorylation level of WT Pyk2. 
Because 4KR Pyk2 shows significantly less autophosphorylation activity we consider 
increased pTyr402 signal a SUMO conjugation-dependent event. It is important to note 
that the levels of SUMOylation and autophosphorylation do not entirely correlate, as co-
expression with E3 ligases reduces the pTyr402 signal.  
 
 
Figure 4-11. Autophosphorylation at Tyr402 is impaired in 4KR mutant 
HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding for V5-tagged Pyk2 or V5-Pyk2 
containing four lysine to arginine mutations (4KR). V5-Pyk2 constructs were co-
transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO1 along with FLAG-tagged PIAS1 or PIAS4 as 
indicated. Lysates were analyzed for phosphorylation status at Tyr402, Tyr579/80, and 




Enhanced autophosphorylation in mammalian cells can result from stimulation of 
phosphorylation or inhibition of dephosphorylation. To shed light on the mechanism of 
enhanced autophosphorylation of Pyk2-SUMO1, we conducted an in vitro tandem 
SUMOylation/kinase activity assay. Recombinant purified GST-Pyk2 was SUMOylated 
by SUMO1 in the absence of an E3 ligase. Autophosphorylation was examined for the 
following conditions: untreated, autophosphorylated (kinase assay), SUMOylated, 
SUMOylated then autophosphorylated (tandem assay). The samples were resolved by 
SDS-PAGE and subjected to western blotting with anti-pTyr402 antibody. The pTyr402 
signal confirmed SUMOylation indeed enhances autophosphorylation more than the 
kinase assay with ATP alone (Figure 4-12). The strongest autophosphorylation signal was 
observed when Pyk2 was SUMOylated then subject to autophosphorylation reaction. 
SUMOylation alone produced a stronger signal than the autophosphorylation reaction 
alone. This is likely because SUMOylation is an ATP dependent mechanism and thus the 
kinase may autophosphorylate during the SUMOylation step. Naïve untreated protein did 
not have any basal pTyr402 signal. These results demonstrate that SUMOylation reliably 





Figure 4-12. SUMOylation stimulates autophosphorylation of Pyk2 in vitro 
Recombinant GST-Pyk2 was SUMOylated by SUMO1 in the absence of an E3 ligase. 
Autophosphorylation was examined for the following conditions: untreated, 
autophosphorylated (kinase assay), SUMOylated, SUMOylated then autophosphorylated 
(kinase assay). The samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE and subjected to western 
blotting with anti-pTyr402 antibody. 
 
Pyk2 autophosphorylation on Tyr402 is known to create a binding site for the Src 
homology 2 domain (SH2) of Src, which in turn phosphorylates other Pyk2 tyrosine 
residues including Tyr579 and Tyr580 in the kinase domain, and Tyr881 in the FAT 
domain [20]. We also examined the effect of SUMOylation on phosphorylation of 
Tyr579, Tyr580, and Tyr881 with phosphosite-specific antibodies. Pyk2-SUMO1 was the 
only condition that showed strong phosphorylation signal at all four tyrosine sites. No 
phosphorylation signal was detected for Tyr 579, 580, and 881 for Pyk2 4KR. Based on 
these results we can conclude SUMOylation of Pyk2 stimulates autophosphorylation of 
Tyr402 and subsequent phosphorylation at Tyr579, Tyr580, and Tyr881 (Figure 4-11).  
4.1.4. SUMOylation stimulates Src association with Pyk2  
The established mechanism of interaction between Pyk2 and Src states that 
autophosphorylation of Pyk2 on Tyr402 leads to binding of the SH2 domain of Src and 
its subsequent activation [14]. A mutant form of Pyk2 in which Tyr402 is mutated to 
phenylalanine is autophosphorylation deficient and was unable to bind to Src through its 
SH2 domain [14]. As SUMOylation of Pyk2 directly affects phosphorylation at Tyr402, 
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we chose to further examine the role of SUMOylation in the association of Pyk2 and Src. 
Expression of WT Pyk2, 4KR Pyk2, and a Y402F mutant with and without SUMO1 
resulted in stimulation of Src interaction with Pyk2-SUMO1 but non-SUMOylated Pyk2, 
4KR, or 4KR co-expressed with SUMO1 (Figure 4-13). SUMO1 modification of Pyk2 by 
PIAS1 results in higher levels of SUMOylation, less autophosphorylation than Pyk2-
SUMO in the absence of PIAS1 (consistent with earlier findings). In continuing with this 
trend, Src interaction with Pyk2-SUMO1 modified by PIAS1 is less than Pyk2-SUMO1 
in the absence of PIAS1. We tested SUMOylation of the Pyk2 Y402F and found that it 
becomes SUMOylated as efficiently at WT Pyk2. Thus we can conclude that Y402F 
phosphorylation is not required for SUMOylation of Pyk2. A very surprising result was 
Pyk2 Y402F-SUMO1 was able to rescue the association with Src, despite the lack of 
autophosphorylation. This represents the first time Pyk2-Src interaction is not 
autophosphorylation dependent and instead SUMOylation dependent. 
Pyk2-SUMO1-Src association stimulated activation of Src at Tyr416, however, pTyr416 
signal was not present in the Pyk2 Y402F-SUMO1-Src interaction. We interpret that 
while SUMOylation may stimulate the interaction between Pyk2 and Src, it is not 
sufficient to initiate the activation of Src. To achieve activation of Src and Pyk2, 
SUMOylation and autophosphorylation are necessary. This represents a novel example of 
crosstalk between SUMOylation and phosphorylation, where both modifications are 





Figure 4-13. SUMOylation of WT Pyk2 but not 4KR promotes association with 
endogenous Src 
HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding for V5-tagged Pyk2, V5-Pyk2 
containing four lysine to arginine mutations (4KR), and V5-Pyk2 Y402F. V5-Pyk2 
constructs were co-transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO1 along with FLAG-tagged 
PIAS1. V5-Pyk2 was immunoprecipitated under non-denaturing conditions to assess the 
interaction with endogenous Src. Phosphorylation status of Pyk2 and Src were also 
analyzed using phosphospecific antibodies. Inputs controls for MYC-SUMO1, 




4.1.5. Role of SUMO modification in Pyk2-mediated Paxillin Phosphorylation 
Paxillin is a focal adhesion protein, constitutive interactor with Pyk2 and FAK, and a 
known in vivo target of Pyk2 phosphorylation [9, 16, 21]. We wanted to examine whether 
Pyk2 SUMOylation also has the ability to stimulate tyrosine phosphorylation of 
downstream targets of Pyk2 that are involved in focal adhesion dynamics. WT Pyk2, 
4KR Pyk2, and Pyk2 Y402F were co-expressed in HeLa cells with SUMO1, plus and 
minus the E3 ligases PIAS1 and PIAS4. Pyk2 and mutant versions were 
immunoprecipitated and immunoblotted for paxillin and Tyr118 with a phosphospecific 
antibody. Paxillin constitutively co-immunoprecipitated with Pyk2 and its mutant forms. 
Immunoblotting for tyrosine phosphorylation of paxillin at Tyr118 revealed that WT 
Pyk2 SUMOylation enhances downstream paxillin phosphorylation. Paxillin Tyr118 
phosphorylation was strongest in the presence of Pyk2-SUMO1 and absent with the 4KR 
and Y402F mutants. Phosphorylation levels were similar between non-SUMOylated 
Pyk2 and 4KR co-expressed with SUMO1 (Figure 4-14). We can conclude that Pyk2 
SUMOylation not only enhances autophosphorylation and association with Src, but it 




Figure 4-14. SUMOylation of Pyk2 promotes phosphorylation of paxillin 
HeLa cells were transfected with plasmids encoding for V5-tagged Pyk2, V5-Pyk2 
containing four lysine to arginine mutations (4KR), and V5-Pyk2 Y402F. V5-Pyk2 
constructs were co-transfected with MYC-tagged SUMO1 along with FLAG-tagged 
PIAS1. Phosphorylation status of Pyk2 adaptor protein paxillin was determined by 
western blotting for pTyr118. 
4.1.6. Pyk2 SUMOylation mutant, 4KR, shows reduced signaling through ERK1/2 axis 
Paxillin serves an important role as a scaffold protein for MAPK pathway activation, 
critical for regulating cytoskeletal dynamics and cell migration [22, 23]. Paxillin 
associates constitutively with either the active or inactive forms of MEK, however, 
activated Ras and inactive ERK preferentially interact with the scaffold [22]. ERK 
directly associates with the 
118
YSFP region of paxillin but displays higher affinity for the 
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phosphor-tyrosine form (pTyr118). This scaffolding mechanism may serve to recruit 
inactive ERK to site of new focal contact in order to mediate ERK activation by MEK at 
these discrete locations. Upon activation ERK in turn phosphorylates paxillin at Serine 
83, which promotes its interaction with activated FAK under stimulation with HGF [24]. 
Paxillin mutants, ASVA and S83A, cannot reproduce increased association with activated 
FAK, suggesting recruitment of activated FAK is dependent on paxillin phosphorylation 
[24]. An analogous mechanism for the association of paxillin with Pyk2 has not been 
described. Evaluation of the phenotype associated with disrupting the paxillin-ERK in 
mIMDC-3 cells, resulted in failure to engage in cell spreading.  
Based on our result that Pyk2-SUMO1 stimulates phosphorylation of paxillin at Tyr118, 
within the ERK interaction site, we chose to examine the effect of Pyk2-SUMOylation on 
ERK activation. To better evaluate the role of SUMOylation within this signaling axis, 
we transfected HEK293 cells with WT Pyk2 and 4KR, with and without SUMO1 co-
transfection. These experiments reveal that overexpression of WT Pyk2 stimulates 
ERK1/2 activation, whereas the 4KR mutant alone does not result in phosphorylation of 
ERK1/2. With both Pyk2 WT and 4KR, co-expression with SUMO1 caused a modest 
increase in ERK1/2 activation (Figure 4-15). Pyk2 has also been shown to be necessary 
for P38 activation in HUVEC endothelial cells [25], thus we were interested to test 
whether SUMO1 co-expressed with Pyk2 WT or 4KR could enhance P38 
phosphorylation. Over expression of Pyk2 WT showed a significant increase in P38 
activation, however, we do not observe a SUMO-dependent increase in activation. These 
experiments reveal that disruption of SUMOylation with the 4KR mutant specifically 
impairs ERK1/2 activation. Collectively, our results suggest that the SUMOylation-
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dependent Pyk2-Src interaction recruits Grb2 Sos, activating Ras and the MAP kinase 
pathway. 
 
Figure 4-15. Pyk2 4KR mutant inhibits activation of ERK1/2 but not P38/MAPK 
HEK293 cells were transfected with either WT or 4KR versions of Pyk2, plus and minus 
SUMO1 co-expression. Whole cell lysates were subject to western blotting to probe for 
activation of ERK1/2 (pERK1/2), total ERK1/2, activated P38 MAPK (pP38/MAPK), 
and Pyk2 expression. 
 
4.1.7. SUMOylation of Pyk2 affects paxillin-mediated cell migration 
Paxillin is a focal adhesion protein that serves to recruit other cytoskeletal proteins such 
as vinculin, talin, and Crk [21]. Paxillin is truly a multiadaptor protein, as exemplified by 
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its scaffold function in the MAPK kinase pathway. Paxillin serves to coordinate 
activation of ERK at sites of focal adhesion to potentiate cell migration [22-24, 26, 27].  
Paxillin undergoes heavy tyrosine phosphorylation during dynamic focal adhesion events 
like cell adhesion, cytoskeletal reorganization, and growth signaling [21]. 
Phosphorylation of paxillin at Tyr31 and Tyr118 serve as a docking sites for Crk through 
its SH2 domain [21, 28]. These sites are highly phosphorylated during cell migration and 
the phosphorylated species is localized at the leading edges of migrating epithelial cells 
[29]. The paxillin-Crk complex recruits DOCK180, an SH3 domain containing protein 
downstream target of integrin signaling [28, 30, 31]. DOCK180 can directly interact with 
and activate small GTPase Rac1 [32], and thereby promotes the migration and invasion 
of mammary epithelial cells [33]. In addition, Paxillin Tyr118 phosphorylation correlates 
with cell migration in rat bladder carcinoma NBT-II cells [28]. Furthermore, Jnk and Brk, 
two cytoplasmic kinases have been shown to regulate cell migration through paxillin 
phosphorylation in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells [34, 35].  
With this evidence, combined with our finding that Pyk2 SUMOylation triggers paxillin 
phosphorylation, we hypothesized that SUMOylation of Pyk2 is an upstream event that 
promotes cell migration through phosphorylation of paxillin. To test this hypothesis we 
performed a cell migration assay using MDA-MD-231 metastatic epithelial breast cancer 
cells. Adenovirus encoding for WT Pyk2 or Pyk2 4KR with and without co-infection of 
SUMO1, were used to cause over expression of Pyk2-SUMO1 in breast cancer cells. A 
confluent monolayer of cells expressing our constructs was wounded and cell migration 
was monitored over the next 3 hours. Expression of Pyk2 stimulated cell migration into 
the wound. Co-infection with SUMO1 showed enhanced migration over control, SUMO1 
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alone or Pyk2 alone.  Pyk2 4KR expression showed slightly more migration than the 
control, however, migration was impaired compared to WT Pyk2 (Figure 4-15). Co-
infection of SUMO1 with Pyk2 4KR also showed an increase in migration over 4KR 
alone. The number of migratory cells in the WT Pyk2 SUMO1 condition is significantly 
larger than the untreated control cells (p-value 0.009). Also, Pyk2 WT shows 
significantly more migration than the Pyk2 4KR mutant (p-value 0.015). We suspect that 
4KR shows some enhanced migration compared to the control because although its 
activation is impaired, it is not kinase dead. This provides potential for low levels of 
kinase activity. This study offers evidence that SUMOylation of Pyk2 plays a positive 











Figure 4-16. SUMOylation of Pyk2 stimulates cell migration in MDA-MB-231 
breast cancer cells 
A. Adenovirus encoding for Pyk2 WT or Pyk2 4KR with and without co-infection of 
SUMO1, were used to express Pyk2-SUMO1 in breast cancer cells. A confluent 
monolayer of cells expressing our constructs was wounded and cell migration was 
monitored over the next 3 hours. B. Box/Whisker plots were generated using R. The 
number of migratory cells in the Pyk2 WT SUMO1 condition is significantly larger than 
the untreated control cells (p-value 0.009). Also, Pyk2 WT shows significantly more 









Figure 4-17. Crosstalk-mediated activation of Pyk2 model 
In step 1, SUMOylation of Pyk2 occurs at Lys581 as well as other acceptor lysine sites. 
SUMOylation triggers autophosphorylation at Tyr402, which stimulates interaction with 
Src through its SH2 domain as well as potential SIM-mediated interactions (step 2). Src 
phosphorylates Pyk2 at Tyr579, Tyr580, and Tyr881 resulting in full catalytic activity of 
Pyk2 (step 3). Pyk2-SUMO1 phosphorylates focal adhesion protein paxillin at Tyr118. 
pTyr118 is linked to cell migration likely through activation of the MAP kinase pathway 
(step 4). SUMOylation of Pyk2 uncovers a novel crosstalk-mediated mechanism for 





We report for the first time, SUMO1 modification of Pyk2 is stimulated by PIAS1 and 
PIAS4. This finding is of particular importance because a previous study attempted to 
examine whether Pyk2 is a SUMO substrate yet failed to show its SUMOylation [18]. 
We were able to demonstrate SUMOylation by numerous methods including protein 
microarray assays, in vitro solution based assays, and in HeLa cells co-transfected with 
Pyk2, SUMO1, and E3 ligases. While it is well known that Pyk2 autophosphorylation is 
involved in various cellular signaling processes only one mechanism of activation is 
known or accepted. Our study has revealed a novel paradigm for the activation 
mechanism of Pyk2. SUMOylation is able to trigger autophosphorylation of Pyk2 
without an upstream stimulus form integrin signaling, G protein activation, or calcium. 
SUMOylation and phosphorylation are known to cooperate to activate certain 
transcription factors as well as Aurora kinase [36-38], however this is the first time 
SUMOylation has been shown to affect the intrinsic activity of a kinase. We found that 
the role of SUMOylation extended beyond intramolecular activity as SUMOylation of a 
kinase dead mutant (Y402F) was able to recruit bona fide interaction partner Src, which 
was assumed to only interact with autophosphorylated Pyk2 only through its SH2 
domain. This interaction does cannot produce full activation of the enzymes thus these 
findings illustrate a mechanism where the two PTMs cooperate to generate full activation 
of the Pyk2 at Tyr402, Tyr579, Tyr580, and Tyr881. 
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In our assays it is clear that PIAS1 and PIAS4 stimulate higher levels of SUMOylation 
than expression of SUMO1 alone, either by modifying numerous lysines on the protein or 
generating SUMO chains, but likely a combination of the two. We consistently observe 
an inverse relationship between the level of SUMOylation and autophosphorylation 
signal whereby PIAS1 and PIAS4 SUMOylation decrease pTyr402 signal and reduce the 
association with Src. It is unclear why higher levels of SUMOylation impair kinase 
activity. Based on our data we cannot infer if it is a direct effect of SUMOylation or a 
possible secondary effect. Detailed biochemical studies are required to answer these 
questions. It is important to note that, while performed in cells, our results are based on 
overexpression studies and thus it is unlikely that under basal conditions PIAS1 or PIAS4 
would achieve comparable levels of SUMOylation to what we have observed. Thus it is 
not sounds to draw the conclusion that PIAS1 and PIAS4 reduce Pyk2 
autophosphorylation and/or Src association in vivo. To answer this question, we can 
conduct in vitro SUMOylation of Pyk2 with increasing concentrations of E1 and E2 or in 
the presence of recombinant E3, then monitor the correlation between levels of 
SUMOylation and autophosphorylation signal. Binding assays with Src following in vitro 
SUMOylation with increasing levels of E1, E2, and/or E3 may clarify the relationship 
between SUMOylation levels and Src interaction. 
Another result to note is our Pyk2 4KR mutant shows dramatically impaired 
autophosphorylation and Src interaction though both events are detectable at extremely 
low levels. The results indicate that Pyk2 4KR is SUMOylation deficient yet not kinase 
dead; it can autophosphorylate in an inefficient manner. Its trans autophosphorylation 
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mechanism amplifies autophosphorylation activity and allows the potential for activated 
kinase [11, 39].  
SUMOylation is known to affect protein-protein interactions, as we observed with Src, 
however association with focal adhesion protein paxillin was not affected by 
SUMOylation as the interaction was constitutive as previously reported [9, 16]. There 
may be additional protein-protein interactions that are promoted or diminished due to 
SUMOylation that we can examine through direct immunoprecipitation and 
immunoblotting or mass spectrometry in future studies. Although SUMOylation of Pyk2 
did not affect the interaction with paxillin, it stimulated phosphorylation of paxillin at 
pTyr118. Notably, phosphorylation of paxillin at Tyr118 triggers binding of inactive 
ERK [22]. Paxillin serves as a MAP kinase scaffold whereby it also contains binding 
sites for RAF and MEK, to potentiate the phosphorylation cascade. Paxillin bound ERK 
becomes activated by MEK phosphorylation, leading to phosphorylation of dozens of 
downstream molecules involved in cytoskeletal dynamics [22, 24, 40]. Previous studies 
have shown that Pyk2 acts as an upstream regulator of ERK activity in the context of 
specific G-protein ligands such as histamine, bradykinin, and lysophosphatidic acid [14, 
41]. In addition, Pyk2 has been shown to regulate P38/MAPK activity in endothelial cells 
under Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) stimulation [25]. Our assays were 
able to establish a connection between SUMOylation of Pyk2 and activation of paxillin 
scaffold kinase ERK1/2, but not P38/MAPK. The SUMO deficient 4KR mutant was 
unable to stimulate phosphorylation of ERK1/2, indicating Pyk2 SUMOylation is critical 
for tyrosine phosphorylation of paxillin and activation of ERK1/2. These results also 
suggest SUMOylation of Pyk2 triggers the signaling events associated with G-protein 
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activation and not growth factor activation. Pyk2 is known to function as a point of 
convergence between integrin and G-protein coupled cascades. As such, our results put 
forward the possibility that SUMO modification serves to regulate downstream signaling 
specificity and discriminate phosphorylation substrates.  
FAK, Src, paxillin, and ERK are all known to play a large role in cell motility and focal 
adhesion turnover [12]. More recently, Pyk2 was also implicated in promoting cell 
migration, proliferation, and invasiveness through its association with Src and paxillin 
[17, 27, 41-43]. Pyk2 is involved in cell migration in various tissue types such as glioma, 
breast cancer, hepatocellular, and B cells under many stimuli including heregulin, 
integrin signaling, VEGF [27, 43-45], although in many cases over expression of Pyk2 is 
sufficient to stimulate cell motility. On the basis of these previous studies, together with 
our finding that Pyk2 SUMOylation triggers phosphorylation of paxillin at Tyr118 and 
activation of ERK1/2, we sought to test whether Pyk2 SUMOylation could promote cell 
migration in the context of wound healing. We have strengthened here not only the role 
of Pyk2 in cell migration but also identified a novel function of SUMOylation, as Pyk2-
SUMO1 correlated with enhanced motility of MDA-MB-231 metastatic breast cancer 
cells. In the context of our results, over expression of Pyk2 promotes cell migration, and 
co-expression with SUMO augments the migration phenotype. Identifying the 
endogenous dynamics of Pyk2 SUMOylation is critical for understanding the importance 
of this finding. Likely, PIAS1 or PIAS4 mediates SUMO modification of Pyk2 in vivo, 
stimulating its autophosphorylation, association with Src, and phosphorylation of paxillin 
to elicit cell migration. Based on our collective results, we a propose a crosstalk-mediated 
model whereby SUMOylation of Pyk2 stimulates its autophosphorylation activity, 
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interaction with Src, paxillin phosphorylation, and ERK activation resulting in initiation 
of cell migration pathways (Figure 4-17). 
It is possible that SUMO plays a broader role in cell migration than simply mediating 
Pyk2 dynamics. Rac1 is a member of the Rho GTPase family that is known to regulate 
cell migration, adhesion dynamics, and cytoskeleton remodeling [46]. SUMOylation was 
demonstrated to function in cell migration by modifying and activating GTPase Rac1 in 
MEF cells [47]. PIAS3 was identified as an E3 ligase for Rac1 and downregulation of 
PIAS3 resulted in impaired migration compared to controls [47]. Phosphorylation of P38, 
which is a known downstream mediator of Rac signaling as well as a MAPK 
SUMOylation substrate in our assays, was also impaired in PIAS3-downregulated cells 
[47].  
Group Modification of Higher-Order Assemblies 
The hypothesis that assemblies of physically and functionally connected proteins are 
SUMO modified as a group, is a provocative and interesting theory that may apply to 
focal adhesion signaling complexes [48]. The theory explains the rare occurrence of 
phenotypes linked to individual SUMO deficient mutants by proposing that many 
proteins in a functional group are modified, where SUMO serves as a glue to promote the 
collective function of the complex [48]. For example, proteins involved in nucleotide 
excision repair, ribosomal activity, and homologous recombination are SUMO modified 
as a “group” [48-51]. Similarly, our studies have revealed many functional connections 
between SUMOylated proteins, their interactors, and downstream targets involved in 
focal adhesions and cell migration. To highlight the players, Pyk2 and FAK are 
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SUMOylated, and both interact with Src and paxillin. In turn, paxillin serves a 
scaffold/adaptor protein to coordinate MAP kinase signaling, bridging the connection 
between the FAK family and the MAP kinases. Moreover, our screen identified more 
than 13 SUMOylated MAP kinases, including ERK1, ERK2, and P38/MAPK, and A-
RAF. A report by Kubota et al demonstrates both MEK1, MEK2, and MEKK1 are 
SUMO modified as well [52]. The majority of these SUMO modified proteins act 
together, physically and functionally, in the context of focal adhesions [22, 23, 41], 
implicating SUMO as the dynamic glue that supports and stabilizes the complex. Pyk2, 
Src, Paxillin, and many MAPKs contain predicted SIMs which may provide additional 
affinity within the assembly to efficiently coordinate signal transduction. This example 
illustrates so-called “higher-order signaling machines” which rely on proximity driven 
enzyme activation to generate signal amplification and possibly temporal spatial 
regulation of signal transduction [53]. Characterization of Pyk2 SUMOylation describes a 
novel mechanism where in SUMO modification drives amplification of 
autophosphorylation, interaction with Src, phosphorylation of paxillin, activation of 
ERK1/2, and cell migration.  
 
Material and Methods 
Pyk2 SUMOylation Validation in HeLa cells 
Pyk2 was subcloned into the PCAGIG-V5 mammalian expression vector, SUMO1 and 
SUMO2 were subcloned into PCAGIG-MYC mammalian expression vector, and E3 
ligases were subcloned into PSG5-FLAG mammalian expression vector. V5-Pyk2 and 
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Myc-SUMO were transfected together with and without FLAG-E3 ligases constructs 
with Fugene 6 (Promega) transfection reagent into HeLa cells seeded at 2E10
5
 cells per 
well. After 48 hours, the cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline and lysed in 
RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton-X-100 ) 
containing 0.5 mM PMSF, Roche Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, 20mM N-ethylmaleimide 
and 1% SDS, to inhibit deSUMOylation and dissociate non-covalent protein complexes. 
After initial lysis in 1% SDS, the lysate was diluted to achieve a 0.2% SDS concentration 
to accommodate immunoprecipitation. The lysate was incubated with anti-V5- agarose 
(Sigma-Aldrich) for two hours to immunoprecipiate the substrate. The beads were 
washed three times with RIPA buffer containing 0.1% SDS then incubated with 2X LDS 
sample buffer containing β-mercaptoethanol then heated at 100°C for 10 minutes. 
Samples were resolved in parallel on 4-12% NuPage Bis-Tris gels (Life Technologies) 
then subject to western blotting using anti-V5-HRP and anti-MYC-HRP antibodies (Life 
Technologies). 
Pyk2-SUMO1 site mapping 
4E10
7 
HeLa cells were co-transfected with V5-Pyk2, MYC-SUMO1, and FLAG-PIAS1 
using Fugene 6 transfection reagent (Promega). After 48 hours, cells were rinsed with 
warm PBS then lysed with RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM 
EDTA, 1% Triton-X-100 ) containing 0.5 mM PMSF, Roche Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, 
20mM N-ethylmaleimide and 1% SDS. The concentrated lysate was spun down to clear 
debris and the supernatant was diluted with RIPA without SDS, to a final concentration 
of 0.2% SDS. V5-Pyk2 was immunoprecipitated with Anti-V5-agarose (Sigma Aldrich), 
washed three times with RIPA containing 0.1% SDS. Pyk2 was eluted using V5 peptide 
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(0.5 mg/ml). Eluate was incubated with anti-MYC agarose to isolate Pyk2-SUMO1. 
Beads were again washed three times with RIPA containing 0.1% SDS. Pyk2-SUMO1 
was eluted from beads in 0.4 M ammonium bicarbonate and 8 M urea. TCA precipitation 
was used to concentrate the eluate and the pellet was resuspended in 8M urea. The 
sample was heated to 100°C for 10 minutes in LDS with β-mercaptoethanol, then fresh 
iodoacetamide was added to 50 mM concentration, the mixture was incubated in the dark 
at room temperature for 30 minutes. The sample was resolved by SDS -PAGE using a 
12% NuPage Bis-Tris gel (Life Technologies) then silver stained with the SilverQuest kit 
(Life Technologies). Four bands corresponding to Pyk2-SUMO1 were excised from the 
gel, destained, and subject to tryptic digestion (1:20 trypsin/substrate ratio). The resulting 
peptides were  separated on a Dionex Ultimate 3000 RSLCnano system (Thermo 
Scientific) with a 75 µm x 15 cm Acclaim PepMap100 separating column (Thermo 
Scientific) protected by a 2 cm guarding column (Thermo Scientific).  Mobile phase 
consisted of 0.1% formic acid in water (A) and 0.1% formic acid 95% acetonitrile (B). 
The gradient profile was set as following: 4-30% B for 40 min, 30-45% B for 10 min, 45-
95% B for 10 min. MS analysis was performed using an Orbitrap Velos Pro mass 
spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). The spray voltage was set at 2.2 kV. Spectra (AGC 
1x10
6
) were collected from 400-1800 m/z at a resolution of 60,000 followed by data-
dependent HCD MS/MS (at a resolution of 7500, collision energy 35%, activation time 
0.1 ms) of the 10 most abundant ions.  MS/MS spectra were searched against a human IPI 
reference database (V3.87) using the SEQUEST engine in Proteome Discover 1.3. 
Searching parameters included mass tolerance of precursor ions (± 20 ppm) and product 
ion (± 0.06 Da), dynamic modification of carboxyamidomethylated Cys (+ 57.0215 Da), 
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dynamic mass shifts for oxidized Met (+ 15.9949 Da), and dynamic modification of 
SUMO1 C-terminal peptide (ELGMEEEDVIEVYQEQTGG) or target peptide terminal 
attached  to the modified K. Only b and y ions were considered during the database 
match.  
Pyk2 in vitro kinase assay 
GST-Pyk2 WT was purified from yeast using glutathione sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare). 
Following washes Pyk2 was left on beads and separated into two aliquots. One aliquot 
was SUMOylated under standard conditions with 90 nM E1, 300 nM E2, 5 mM ATP in 
50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and 0.1 mM dithiothreitol for 1 
hour at 37°C with gentle shaking. The reaction mixture was removed, the beads were 
washed two times with SUMOylation buffer without enzymes or ATP, a final wash was 
performed with kinase buffer lacking ATP. The second aliquot served as a control and 
was incubated with SUMOylation reaction buffer lacking enzymes, SUMO, and ATP. In 
the second phase of this reaction, the beads were again divided in two, creating four 
reaction conditions. Kinase buffer (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 
MnCL2, 300 mM KCl, and 0.5% Nonidet P-40)  with 1 mM cold ATP was added to one 
aliquot that had previously undergone SUMOylation and one aliquot that had only been 
incubated with buffer. The autophosphorylation reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 
hour at 30°C with gentle shaking then all reactions were washed three times with kinase 
buffer lacking ATP. The beads were heated in 2X LDS sample buffer containing β-
mercaptoethanol at 100°C for 10 minutes, then resolved by SDS-PAGE and 
immunoblotted with anti-GST (Millipore), anti-SUMO1 (21C7) (Matunis laboratory), 
and anti-Pyk2 pTyr402 (Life Technologies) antibodies. 
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SUMO dependent Pyk2-Src interaction 
V5-tagged WT Pyk2, 4KR Pyk2, and Pyk2 Y402F were all transfected with and without 
MYC-SUMO1 in HeLa cells. V5-tagged WT Pyk2 and 4KR Pyk2 were also co-
transfected with flag-PIAS1 and MYC-SUMO1. 4KR Pyk2 and Y402F were generated 
using the QuikChange II site directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). Cells were 
rinsed with warm phosphate buffered saline 48 hours after transfection and lysed with 
Kamiya buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 
1% Triton-X-100). The lysate was incubated with anti-V5-agarose for two hours. Beads 
were washed three times with TBST then boiled with 2X LDS containing β-
mercaptoethanol. The immunoprecipitates were resolved by SDS-PAGE followed by 
immunoblotting with antibodies to Src (Cell Signaling) and paxillin (Santa Cruz). 
Phosphospecific antibodies for paxillin pTyr118 and Src pTyr416 (Cell Signaling) were 
used to assess phosphorylation status. 
ERK activation Assay 
HEK293 cells were transfected with Pyk2 WT and 4KR versions. SUMO was co-
transfected, or transfected alone as a control, as indicated. 48 hours after transfected cells 
were lysed in 2X LDS with β-mercaptoethanol and boiled for 10 minutes. Lysate samples 
were subject to SDS-PAGE and western blotting with anti-Pyk2 (Cell Signaling), 
pERK1/2 (Cell Signaling), Total ERK1/2 (Santa Cruz), and pP38 (Cell Signaling) 
antibodies. 
Wound Healing Assay  
Adenovirus constructs for WT Pyk2, Pyk2 4KR, and SUMO1 were generated using 
ViraPower™ Adenoviral Gateway™ Expression Kit (Life Technologies) according to the 
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manufacturer’s instructions. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were either infected with 
Pyk2 WT or Pyk2 4KR adenovirus alone or co-infected with SUMO1 adenovirus. After 
48 hours cells reached confluency and were wounded using a 10 µl tip then washed with 
growth factor media and allowed to grow for three hours in a 37°C incubator. Images 
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